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SUMMARY 
Analysis of g r a v i t y , aeromagnet ic , g round- leve l magnet ic , pa l eo -
magnet ic , and high a l t i t u d e in f ra red da ta has revealed a complex i n j e c ­
t i o n zone of d iabase in c e n t r a l Meriwether County, Georgia. This zone, 
which p rev ious ly was considered to be a s i n g l e l a rge (30-40 meters wide) 
d iabase d i k e , has been found in p laces to reach a width of one k i lomete r . 
A simple Bouguer g r av i t y map of the area shows the d i k e s , which 
compose the i n j e c t i o n zone, to be r e spons ib l e for an anomaly in the 
r eg iona l g r a v i t y t rend of about one to two m i l l i g a l s . Combined r e s u l t s 
from f ive g r a v i t y and th ree t o t a l - f i e l d magnetic t r a v e r s e s has suggested 
o o 
the d ikes to dip a t about 70 toward N70 E. The mean of the observed 
ground- leve l magnetic anomalies for the d ikes i s a 1000X p o s i t i v e 
anomaly ( t o t a l f i e l d ) . 
On the ba s i s of observed paleomagnetic da t a and computed bulk 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s the r a t i o of the remanent to induced magnet iza t ions 
(Koenigsberger ' s r a t i o , Q) has been c a l c u l a t e d to be between 0.25 and 
0 . 5 . However, the shapes of the observed ground- leve l magnetic 
anomalies suggests a Q value of 1.0 or s l i g h t l y h igher for the Meriwether 
d i k e . 
The t o t a l - f i e l d magnetic map based on a l ready e x i s t i n g aeromag­
n e t i c da ta has been recontoured under the assumption t h a t the Meri­
wether dike i s con t inuous , as suggested by ground- leve l da ta taken 
dur ing t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
On the recontoured map the dike i s the most prominent magnetic 
ix 
f ea tu re of the area which suggests t ha t the spacing and d i r e c t i o n of the 
aeromagnetic f l i g h t l i n e s i s i napp rop r i a t e for c o r r e l a t i n g dike caused 
anomalies of l imi t ed e x t e n t , even though the dike anomalies a re l a r g e in 
magnitude. 
High a l t i t u d e in f ra red photographs show a change in i n t e n s i t y of 
r e f l e c t e d in f ra red r a d i a t i o n from v e g e t a t i o n growing on d iabase der ived 
s o i l s sugges t ing t h a t such p i c t u r e s can be used to map the outcrop 
p a t t e r n of the dike in heav i ly wooded, h igh ly weathered, and o ther 
inaccessab le a r e a s . I t i s suggested t h a t t h i s technique be appl ied to 
o t h e r a r e a s of e a s t e r n Nor th America t o d e t e r m i n e o u t c r o p p a t t e r n s of 




A system of d iabase dike swarms outcrops throughout e a s t e r n North 
America from Alabama to Nova Scot ia (Cohee, e t a l . , 1962), (Stockwel l , 
e t a l . , 1969). Southward along the Appalachian b e l t from Nova Sco t i a 
through New England and i n t o the southern Piedmont, a gradual sys temat ic 
change in s t r i k e i s ev iden t (Figure 1 ) . King (1961) commented tha t the 
p a t t e r n of d iabase d ikes in e a s t e r n North America i s probably the r e s u l t 
of deep-sea ted s t r e s s e s , but t h a t the cause of the s t r e s s e s i s not 
apparen t . May (1971) noted tha t the sys temat ic p a t t e r n of the d ikes in 
e a s t e r n North America i s a c t u a l l y p a r t of a l a r g e r , r a d i a l , p a t t e r n of 
d iabase d ikes surrounding the North A t l a n t i c (Figure 1) and suggested 
t ha t t h i s p a t t e r n i s a r e s u l t of the s t r e s s f i e l d a s s o c i a t e d wi th the 
onset of North A t l a n t i c s e a - f l o o r spreading in Late T r i a s s i c or Ear ly 
J u r a s s i c t ime. 
The age of the d ikes in e a s t e r n North America i s c u r r e n t l y in 
d i s p u t e . On the ba s i s of f o s s i l pole p o s i t i o n s , de Boer (1967) suggested 
a J u r a s s i c age for the d i k e s . On the o ther hand, Armstrong and Besancon 
(1970) found whole rock K-Ar ages to f a l l i n t o two c l u s t e r s : one a t 
about 200 m i l l i o n years (Middle T r i a s s i c ) and another smal le r one between 
225 and 230 m i l l i o n years (Early T r i a s s i c ) . Armstrong and Besancon 
(1970) suggested t ha t the o lder da tes may r e p r e s e n t the a c t u a l time of 
emplacement, whi le the younger group may be i n d i c a t i v e of " b u r i a l " 
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Figure 1. Map of Diabase Dikes in Eas tern North America, West Af r i ca , 
and Nor theas te rn South America with the Cont inents Restored 
to Their Re l a t i ve P o s i t i o n in the T r i a s s i c ( a f t e r May, 1971) 
(North arrows i n d i c a t e p re sen t geographic d i r e c t i o n for each 
c o n t i n e n t . ) 
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metamorphism. 
The chemistry of the d iabase d i k e s , p rev ious ly thought to be 
uniform (Lester and Al l en , 1950) has been shown by Weigand and Ragland 
(1970) to vary in both major and t r a ce element assemblages. Weigand 
and Ragland (1970) d iv ided the d ikes of e a s t e r n North America i n to sev­
e r a l provinces based on the occurrence of th ree main chemical types : 
(1) o l i v i n e - n o r m a t i v e , (2) h igh-Ti02 , quar tz -normat ive and (3) low-
TiO£, quar t z -normat ive . 
The t r a c i n g of i n d i v i d u a l d ikes along s t r i k e and the de te rmina t ion 
of th ickness and dip by the usual geological f i e l d methods i s i n h i b i t e d 
in most a reas of Southeas tern North America by i n t ense chemical weather­
ing and dense v e g e t a t i o n . However, Johnson and Watkins (1963) noted a 
coincidence of dike outcrops and low-amplitude ( l e s s than 20tf a t an a l ­
t i t u d e of 800 f ee t above ground l e v e l ) , p o s i t i v e magnetic anomalies 
along aeromagnetic f l i g h t l i n e s in n o r t h - c e n t r a l V i r g i n i a . On the b a s i s 
of l i n e a r t rends in the occurrence of some of these magnetic h i g h s , 
Johnson and Watkins (1963) in fe r r ed the ex tens ion of d ikes i n t o a reas 
where no outcrops a re known. The success of Johnson and Watkins (1963) 
suggests t ha t geophysical methods a t c l o s e r range , i . e . aeromagnetics a t 
500 f e e t , g round- leve l magnetics and d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y , could y i e l d de ­
t a i l e d s t r u c t u r a l information as we l l as outcrop p a t t e r n s . The purpose 
of t h i s s tudy was to apply these geophysical methods to a study of the 
s t r u c t u r e of a d iabase d i k e . 
A po r t i on of the long dike in c e n t r a l Meriwether County in wes t -
c e n t r a l Georgia ( h e r e i n a f t e r r e f e r r e d to as the Meriwether d ike) was 
s e l e c t e d for s tudy . The dike extends southward from an area n o r t h - e a s t 
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of Newnan in Coweta County, to an area south of the Towaliga f a u l t in 
southern Meriwether county (Figure 2 ) . This a rea of study was s e l e c t e d 
because of minimal secondary geophysical d i s t r u b a n c e s , such as g r a v i t y 
and magnetic anomalies a s soc i a t ed with f a u l t zones and b a s i c i n t r u s i v e s 
o ther than the d iabase d i k e . In a d d i t i o n , the roads in t h i s a rea 
t r a v e r s e the Meriwether dike a t almost r i g h t angles and a re spaced a t 





Cgn hornblende gneiss 
porphyritic granite gneiss |Cgr 
granite gneiss 
Carolina gneiss 
Biotite gneiss and schist 
Carolina granite 
Biotite and muscovite granite 
x Triassic diabase dike 
Figure 2. Geology of the Inner Piedmont of West Georgia ( a f t e r the 
1939 Geologic Map of Georgia) . (Hatched square g r id shows 
a rea of d e t a i l s t u d y . ) 
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CHAPTER I I 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND REGIONAL GEOPHYSICS 
Geologic S e t t i n g 
According to the Geologic Map of the S t a t e of Georgia (Georgia 
Department of Mines, Mining and Geology, 1939) the geologic formations 
of the study area c o n s i s t of g r a n i t e s in termingled with both b i o t i t e and 
g r a n i t e gne i sses (Figure 2 ) . Recent reconnaissance mapping by R. D. 
Bentley (personal communications) has revea led the geology of the Inner 
Piedmont (between the Brevard and Towaliga F a u l t Zones) to be more com­
p l i c a t e d than suggested by the 1939 Georgia Geology Map. Bentley and 
Neathery (1970) renamed the rocks of the sou theas t e rn p o r t i o n of the 
Inner Piedmont the Opelika Complex and divided i t i n t o two s t r a t i g r a p h i c 
u n i t s , the Loachapoka Sch i s t and the Auburn G n e i s s - s c h i s t (Figure 3 ) . 
These u n i t s were i n t e r p r e t e d by Bentley (Bentley and Neathery, 1970) 
as metamorphosed sediments which a re ex t ens ive ly in termingled with 
o 
g r a n i t e s . The Meriwether dike s t r i k e s about N20 W through the a rea and 
o 
i n t e r s e c t s the rocks of the Opelika Complex a t about 60 . 
Regional Gravity 
Based on measurements taken a t 195 s t a t i o n s , a simple Bouguer 
g r a v i t y map of the a rea under i n v e s t i g a t i o n was cons t ruc ted (Figure 4 ) . 
The procedures used for the r educ t ion of the da ta and e s t i m a t i n g e r r o r s 
in the f i n a l va lues a re given in Appendix I . Estimated e r r o r in the 
r eg iona l da ta i s +0.35 m i l l i g a l s . I soga l s t rend approximately n o r t h -
7 
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Og [ Granite 
OLs Loachapoka schist -
includes amphibolites 
OAgn Auburn gneiss - schist 
Figure 3 . Geology of the Inner Piedmont of West Georgia ( a f t e r Bentley 
Neathery, 1970). (Hatched square g r id shows a rea of d e t a i l 
s tudy . ) 
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Figure 4 . Simple Bouguer Gravity Map of D e t a i l Study Area. (Dashed 
l i n e g ives l oca t i on of Meriwether d i k e . L e t t e r s des igna t e 
beginning and end of d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y l i n e s . ) 
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ea s t - sou thwes t , and the r eg iona l g rad ien t i s about -0 .8 m i l l i g a l s / k i l o m e -
t e r to the nor thwes t . The prominent f e a tu r e s on the simple Bouguer 
g r a v i t y map are the s t eep g rad ien t in the w e s t - c e n t r a l po r t i on of the 
study area and an anomaly in the r eg iona l t rend of one to two m i l l i g a l s 
beginning in the sou theas t e rn p a r t of the study a rea and cont inu ing 
northward through the a r e a . The s t eep g rad ien t i s c o i n c i d e n t a l with the 
con tac t between the Loachapoka Sch i s t and g r a n i t e west of Greenvi l l e 
(Figure 3 ) . The anomaly in the r eg iona l t rend i s l a r g e l y caused by the 
ex i s t ence of the Meriwether d i k e . Too few g rav i ty s t a t i o n s were taken in 
the extreme nor the rn p o r t i o n of the study a rea to warrant con tour ing , 
except by e x t r a p o l a t i o n . The anomaly probably extends northward out of 
the study area co inc iden t wi th the d i k e . 
Regional Magnetics 
The Nor th-Cent ra l Georgia Aeromagnetics Map (U.S. Geological 
Survey, open f i l e , 1973) p a r t i a l l y f i l l s the gap (Figure 5) between the 
two previous aeromagnetic surveys of North Georgia Nuclear Laboratory 
( P h i l b i n , Pe t ra feso and Long, 1964) and Savannah River P lan t ( P e t t y , 
Pe t r a f e so and Moore, 1965). The area of t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n (Figure 6) 
i s p a r t of the area covered by t h i s l a t e s t work. 
S imi lar to the r eg iona l g r a v i t y , magnetic f e a t u r e s t rend NE-SW. 
Lack of s t eep g rad ien t immediately e a s t of Greenvi l l e sugges ts t h a t the 
u n i t s r e spons ib l e for the observed s t eep g r av i t y g rad i en t in t h i s a rea 
have a low c o n t r a s t in magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . The most conspicuous 
fea tu re i s the s t r i n g of l o c a l i z e d magnetic h ighs t r end ing from nor th to 
south and having c e n t e r s loca ted a t i n t e r s e c t i o n s of the dike and the 
10 
82° 
Figure 5 . Index Map of Georgia Showing Location of D e t a i l Study Area 
and Ex i s t i ng Aeromagnetic Maps. (Maps GP-488, North Georgia 
Nuclear Labora tory , and GP-489, Savannah River P l a n t , have 
been publ ished by the U. S„ Geological Survey. The North-
Cent ra l Georgia Map i s a v a i l a b l e on open f i l e a t the Georgia 
Geological Survey. S t i p l ed r e c t a n g l e i s a rea of d e t a i l 
s t u d y . ) 
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84°45' 
33? 07 Jfe' 
84°42 ^' 84°40 84° 37 |£ 84°35 
32 57 
Total Intensity Contours 
10 Gamma Contour 
20 Gamma Contour. ^—> 
100 Gamma Contour..—— 
500 Gamma Contour 
Magnetic Low . O 
Magnetic Max/Min ^3396 
Survey Altitude - 500 A.M.T. 
Mean Flight Line Spacing - I Mile 
Regional Gradient Removed:I.G.R.F. 1972, 
Approximately 8.45»/Mile at N 03° W 
i 1 r-—i 1 5Km 
4Mi 
Figure 6. Por t ion of Nor th-Cent ra l Georgia Aeromagnetic Map Covering 
Area of D e t a i l Study. (U.S.G.S. Open F i l e , 1973) (Dashed 
l i n e gives l o c a t i o n of Meriwether d i k e . Anomalies a re with 
re fe rence to 50,000* datum.) 
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f l i g h t l i n e s . These magnetic highs a re probably a r e s u l t of the presenc 
of the Meriwether d i k e . 
The Meriwether d i k e , which outcrops on roads along i t s e n t i r e 
l eng th , i s probably more continuous than suggested by the s e r i e s of mag­
n e t i c highs in Figure 6. Deta i led ground- leve l magnetic t r a v e r s e s of 
the Meriwether dike a t po in t s between aeromagnetic f l i g h t l i n e s (Figure 
7) support t h i s suppos i t ion of c o n t i n u i t y . Prominent (lOOOJf) magnetic 
highs co inc id ing with observed dike outcroppings (Figure 8) suggested a 
recontour ing of the aeromagnetic d a t a . 
Since the continuous f l i g h t l i n e da ta were not available, all 
po in t s where f l i g h t l i n e s i n t e r s e c t contour l i n e s were assumed to r e p ­
r e sen t t rue values ( the da ta were ex t r apo l a t ed by computer methods be­
tween f l i g h t l i n e s ) . L a t i t u d e , l ong i tude , and the t o t a l magnetic i n t e n ­
s i t y were determined for each i n t e r s e c t i o n and these p o i n t s were p l o t t e d 
for r econ tour ing . Under the assumption t ha t the Meriwether dike i s 
continuous along s t r i k e , s t r a i g h t l i n e s were drawn connect ing po in t s of 
equal t o t a l magnetic i n t e n s i t y on adjacent f l i g h t l i n e s in the reg ion 
where the d ike ou tc rops . In o ther a reas contour l i n e s were assumed to b 
inf luenced by the r eg iona l geology ( a f t e r Bentley and Neathery, 1970). 
Although no magnetic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s unique , t h i s one (Figure 
9) does s t rong ly suggest t ha t the magnetic anomalies a s s o c i a t e d with 
the dike can be represen ted by a continuous l i n e a r anomaly. This i n t e r ­
p r e t a t i o n i s necessary for two-dimensional a n a l y s i s of the d ike by com­
pa r i son of i t s observed anomalies with those of e a s i l y computed models. 
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Figure 7. Index Map Showing Locations of Deta i led Ground-Level Magnetic 
Surveys and Ex i s t i ng Aeromagnetic F l i g h t L ines . (Dotted l i n e 
gives l o c a t i o n of Meriwether d i k e . Anomalies a r e with ref­






Figure 8. Ground-Level Magnetic P r o f i l e s (Total F i e l d ) . (Heavy bar on p r o f i l e base i n d i c a t e s 
diabase ou tc rop . See Figure 7 for l o c a t i o n of p r o f i l e s . ) 
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TOTAL INTENSITY CONTOURS 
10 GAMMA CONTOUR JT 1 1 ' ' J" 
2 0 GAMMA CONTOUR ^ U ° * M 
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Figure 9. Aeromagnetic Map (Tota l F i e l d ) of the Study Area Recontoured 
Assuming the Meriwether Dike to be a Continuous Magnetic 
F e a t u r e . (Anomalies a re wi th re fe rence to 55,000* datum.) 
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CHAPTER I I I 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MERIWETHER DIKE 
Density 
Diabase lends i t s e l f e s p e c i a l l y we l l to geophysical i n v e s t i g a t i o n . 
The dens i t y of the Meriwether d iabase i s 3 . 0 + 0 . 0 5 gm/cm^ (as d e t e r ­
mined by g rav imet r i c methods appl ied to th ree f i e l d samples) . Watson 
(1902) determined the d e n s i t i e s of the Loachapoka Sch i s t and l o c a l 
o 3 g r a n i t e s to be 2.64 +0.01 gm/cmJ and 2.70 +0.01 gm/cm r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Thus, the dens i ty c o n t r a s t between the d iabase of the Meriwether dike 
3 
and the surrounding rocks (average dens i ty 2.67 +0.02 gm/cm ) i s 0.33 
3 
+0.07 gm/cm . A v e r t i c a l dike 30 meters wide (average observed outcrop 
width of the Meriwether dike) with t h i s dens i t y c o n t r a s t should y i e l d 
a v e r t i c a l g r av i t y anomaly of approximately 1.5 m i l l i g a l s , an anomaly 
e a s i l y d iscerned with contemporary ins t rumenta t ion (see Appendix I ) . 
Magnetic S u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
Several a t tempts have been made to s t a t i s t i c a l l y r e l a t e the bulk 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of rocks to p e t r o l o g i c a l parameters . One such a t tempt 
was t h a t of Balsey and Buddington (1958) who r e l a t e d the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
of some Adirondack rocks to the f r a c t i o n a l volume of a l l the minera ls 
v i s u a l l y i d e n t i f i e d as magne t i t e . This volume would g e n e r a l l y include 
any Fe-Ti oxide minerals of s p i n e l s t r u c t u r e . Their empi r i ca l formula 
for the bulk s u s c e p t i b i l i t y (k) in C.G.S. u n i t s i s 
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k = 2.6 x 1 0 _ J V (1) 
where V i s the volume percentage of a l l minera ls v i s u a l l y i d e n t i f i e d as 
magne t i t e . 
Pe t rographic examination of the Meriwether dike (Lee, 1971) 
showed tha t opaque g ra ins (assumed to be Fe-Ti oxides of s p i n e l s t r u c ­
t u r e ) comprise 2 .3 to 4 .3 percent of the rock with a h igher percentage 
occurr ing in the f i n e r - g r a i n e d zones near i t s edges . Using the empi r i ca l 
formula of Balsey and Buddington (1958) (Equation 1) and the range of 
volume percentages of opaques given by Lee (1971), the bulk s u s c e p t i b i l ­
i t y of the d iabase composing the Meriwether dike was es t imated to be 
between 0.0066 and 0.0130 cgs . 
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CHAPTER IV 
DETERMINATION OF DIP ANGLE FROM GRAVITY 
AND MAGNETIC ANOMALIES 
Theore t i ca l Models 
Theore t i ca l anomalies were c a l c u l a t e d for s e t s of models to ex­
amine the e f f e c t s of d ip angle on expected g r a v i t y and magnetic anomalies . 
The method of Talwani, Worzel, and Landisman (1959) was used to compute 
the g r av i t y anomalies t h a t would be expected for d ikes d ipping a t va r ­
ious a n g l e s . Because the observed outcrop width would be f ixed for a 
p a r t i c u l a r d i k e , anomalies were computed for models with an outcrop 
o 
width of 30 meters d ipping a t 90, 75, 60, and 45 (Figure 10) . As would 
be expected, the g r a v i t y anomaly caused by a v e r t i c a l dike i s symmetric 
about the cen te r of the d i k e . However, as the d ip angle decreases the 
anomaly becomes asymmetric with the peak s h i f t i n g toward the d i r e c t i o n 
in which the dike i s d ipp ing . The anomaly t a i l s off more slowly on the 
s ide toward which the dike d ips than the o t h e r . Even though there a re 
obvious d i f f e r ences in the anomalies for var ious values of d ip a n g l e s , a 
superimposed r eg iona l t rend may make de te rmina t ion of the d ip more 
d i f f i c u l t than suggested by Figure 10; in f a c t , un less the r eg iona l 
t rend i s simple and we l l de f ined , the de te rmina t ion of the d ip may be 
imposs ib le . 
Although the dip angle has an obvious e f f e c t on the shape and 
asymmetry of the t o t a l - f i e l d anomaly (Figure 11) , the e f f e c t s of n a t u r a l 
Figure 10. Calcu la ted Curves Showing Effect of Dip Angle on V e r t i c a l 
Gravity Anomaly. 
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Figure 11 . Calcula ted Curves Showing Effect of Dip Angle on Tota l 
F ie ld Anomaly Due to Induct ion Magnet izat ion Only. 
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remanent magnet iza t ion , when added to the induced magne t i za t ion , may 
complicate the de te rmina t ion of d ip angle from the observed anomaly 
(Hood, 1963). For t h i s reason , the angle of d ip was determined using 
observed g rav i ty anomalies only. The magnetic anomal ies , because of 
t h e i r sharpness as compared to the g rav i ty anomalies (Figures 8 and 10) , 
were used only for l a t e r a l l o c a t i o n of the dike where outcrops were 
n o n e x i s t e n t . 
Deta i led Gravity P r o f i l e s 
Five d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y l i n e s with an average s t a t i o n spacing of 
0.15 k i lometers and a t o t a l length of 20 k i lomete r s were ob ta ined . S ta ­
t ion spacing was decreased t o about 0.075 k i lomete rs in the immediate 
proximity of the d i k e . Four l i n e s t r a v e r s e the Meriwether dike in the 
p re sc r ibed study area (Figure 4) and the f i f t h t r a v e r s e s i t along Georgia 
S t a t e Highway 16 s o u t h e a s t of Newnan and nor th of the study a r e a . The 
observed anomalies (Figures 12 through 16) , when smoothed, a re about 1.0 
k i lometer wide a t ha l f t h e i r maximum v a l u e . This width i s cons iderab ly 
g r e a t e r than the computed anomaly width for a v e r t i c a l dike 30 meters 
wide, approximately 0 .1 k i lometers a t ha l f i t s maximum value (Figure 10) . 
Numerous i n d i v i d u a l peaks superimposed on the broad peaks suggest t h a t a 
0.75 k i lometer wide swarm of d i k e s , r a t h e r than a s i n g l e d i k e , i s r e ­
spons ib le for the observed anomaly. Such a hypothes i s i s f u r t h e r suppor­
ted by the ground- leve l magnetic p r o f i l e s , (Figure 8 ) . 
P r o f i l e A-A'. 
Gravity l i n e A-A' (Figure 4) was e s t a b l i s h e d along a d i r t road 
about 3.0 k i lomete rs nor th of Georgia S t a t e Highway 109. The observed 
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Figure 12. Deta i led Gravity P r o f i l e A-A 1 . (Model d ikes extend to i n ­
f i n i t e dep th . Thickness of the modeled d ike i s given by 
the numeral above the d i k e . Heavy bar on p r o f i l e i n d i c a t e s 
observed dike ou tc rop . ) 
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10 km 
Figure 13. Deta i led Gravity P r o f i l e B-B' . (Model d ikes extend to i n ­
f i n i t e dep th . Thickness of the modeled d ike i s given by 
the numeral above the d i k e . Heavy bar on p r o f i l e i n d i c a t e s 
observed dike ou t c rop . ) 
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Figure 14. Deta i led Gravity P r o f i l e C-C' . (Smoothed r e s i d u a l e x h i b i t s 
th ree d e f i n i t e peaks . Heavy bar on p r o f i l e i n d i c a t e s 
observed dike ou tc rop . ) 
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Figure 15. De ta i l ed Gravity P r o f i l e D-D'. (Smoothed r e s i d u a l e x h i b i t s 
mu l t i p l e peaks. Heavy bar on p r o f i l e i n c i d a t e s observed 
dike ou tc rop . ) 
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g r a v i t y anomaly (Figure 12) c o n s i s t s of th ree peaks of about one 
m i l l i g a l amplitude with the s ide and l e s s prominent peaks spaced about 
0.2 k i lometers to e i t h e r s ide of the main peak. Because the re e x i s t no 
known dens i ty anomal ies , wi th except ion of the d i a b a s e , along t h i s p ro ­
f i l e and because the r eg iona l i soga l s a r e s l i g h t l y curved in the reg ion 
of t h i s p r o f i l e (Figure 4 ) , no r eg iona l t rend was removed. The th ree 
peaks and the asymmetry of the anomaly suggest t h a t t h r ee d ikes dipping 
to the e a s t a re necessary to account for the observed anomaly. Exami­
na t ion of the g round- leve l magnetic da ta for the same p r o f i l e (Figure 8) 
suggests t h a t the s ide dike to the west i s a c t u a l l y two th in d i k e s . 
Assuming the ex i s t ence of the four d i k e s , anomalies were computed using 
the observed outcrop widths for the main dike (40 meters) and the e a s t 
d ike (30 m e t e r s ) . The west: d ikes were not found to outcrop and because 
of the l e s s e r magnitude of the a s s o c i a t e d g r a v i t y anomaly as compared to 
those of the main d i k e , they were modeled to be 7.5 meters wide. 
o 
Examination of the computed anomalies for d ips of 90, 75 and 60 
(Figure 12) shows the observed anomaly to f a l l between the computed 
curves for 60 and 75 with a d ip angle of 70° (by i n t e r p o l a t i o n ) probably 
bes t s a t i s f y i n g the observed d a t a . 
P r o f i l e B-B' . 
Deta i led g r av i t y l i n e B-B' (Figure 4) was e s t a b l i s h e d along 
Georgia S t a t e Highway 109 between Greenvi l l e and Gay, Georgia. The 
Observed anomaly c o n s i s t s of a "noisy" assymmetric broad peak (Figure 
13) . Amphibolites were found outcropping to the west of the main dike 
and could be r e spons ib l e for the observed s c a t t e r in the da ta west of 
the d i k e . Diabase f l o a t was a l s o found 1.0 k i lomete r s west of the main 
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dike i n d i c a t i n g tha t p a r t of the observed s c a t t e r in the da ta may be a 
r e s u l t of a s ide d i k e . A corresponding magnetic anomaly was encountered 
dur ing the ground- leve l magnetic survey of the same p r o f i l e (Figure 8 ) . 
Aside from the s c a t t e r in the da ta to the west of the main d i k e , 
the re i s a d i f f e r ence in the base l e v e l of the observed g r a v i t y . The 
ea s t s ide of the dike i s about 1.0 m i l l i g a l more p o s i t i v e than the west 
s i d e . This o f f se t can be accounted for by the con tac t (no f a u l t i s 
v i s i b l e and the o r i e n t a t i o n of the con tac t i s unknown) between the 
Loachapoka Schis t to the west and the g r a n i t e to the e a s t . 
After the e f f ec t of the c o n t a c t w a s r e m o v e d , the r e s u l t i n g a s y m m e t ­
r i c r e s i d u a l anomaly could be modeled by a s e t of s i x d ikes d ipping to 
the e a s t . Only the main dike was observed to ou tc rop , but the ground-
l e v e l magnetic da ta (Figure 8 ) i n d i c a t e the ex i s t ence of the o t h e r s . 
Determinat ion of the angle of d ip was not at tempted because of the un­
c e r t a i n t y in the l oca t i on and o r i e n t a t i o n of the s c h i s t - g r a n i t e c o n t a c t . 
P r o f i l e C-C . 
P r o f i l e C-C (Figure 4) was e s t a b l i s h e d along the d i r t road about 
1.5 k i lomete r s south of Georgia S t a t e Highway 109. The s t rong eastward 
p o s i t i v e t rend of the observed da ta (Figure 14) i s probably caused by 
g r a n i t i c rocks which d ip westward (Figure 3 ) . Because the exact l oca ­
t ion and a t t i t u d e of the g r a n i t e - s c h i s t con tac t were unknown, a r e g i o n a l 
t rend was es t imated (Figure 14) . The r e s i d u a l anomaly (Figure 14) con­
s i s t s of a c e n t r a l main peak and two secondary peaks on e i t h e r s ide of 
the main peak. Although the dike was found to outcrop only co inc iden t 
with the c e n t r a l peak of the g r av i t y anomaly, the secondary peaks of 
the anomaly a re probably due to s ide d i k e s . A s i m i l a r phenomenon was 
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noted p rev ious ly for p r o f i l e s A-A' and B-B' f u r t h e r to the n o r t h . Be­
cause of the ambiguity c rea ted by the removal of the r eg iona l g r av i t y 
t rend by smoothing, and the noisy cha rac t e r of the ground- leve l magne­
t i c da ta taken for the same p r o f i l e (Figure 8 ) , no a t tempt was made to 
determine the d ip angle of the d i k e s . 
P r o f i l e D-D'. 
Line D-D' (Figure 4) was e s t a b l i s h e d along the paved county road 
about 8.0 k i lometers sou theas t of Greenv i l l e and 4 .5 k i lomete rs south 
of d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y l i n e C-C' . As in p r o f i l e C-C' , t he re i s a s t rong 
p o s i t i v e r eg iona l t rend to the e a s t (Figure 15) , which was removed. 
The m u l t i p l e peaks in the r e s i d u a l anomaly, (Figure 15) al though not 
as wel l separa ted as in the previous p r o f i l e s , again i n d i c a t e s t h a t 
more than one dike i s r e spons ib l e for the observed anomaly. The only 
dike found to outcrop was again co inc iden t with the main peak. 
P r o f i l e E-E ' . 
Gravity l i n e E-E' l i e s along Georgia Highway 16, sou theas t of 
Newnan. This p r o f i l e , which i s ou t s ide the main area of i n v e s t i g a t i o n , 
was obtained for comparison to the four previous p r o f i l e s which l i e 
w i t h i n the area of d e t a i l e d study 20 k i lometers to the sou th . The 
observed anomaly (Figure 16) c o n s i s t s of t h ree peaks a l l co inc iden t 
with observed outcrops of d ikes with the c e n t r a l peak corresponding 
to the wides t ou tc rop . Whereas the s ide d ikes in p r o f i l e s to the south 
a re loca ted no more than 1.0 k i lometers to the s ide of the main d i k e , 
the e a s t d ike on p r o f i l e E--E' i s located 2 .1 k i lomete r s from the main 
d i k e . 
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CHAPTER V 
GROUND-LEVEL MAGNETICS AND THE ROLE OF NATURAL REMANENT 
MAGNETIZATION IN THE OBSERVED ANOMALIES 
Ground-Level Magnetics 
Four d e t a i l e d ground- leve l magnetic ( t o t a l f i e l d ) p r o f i l e s were 
obtained in order to examine the s t r u c t u r e of the Meriwether dike and 
to provide a d d i t i o n a l da ta for the purpose of recon tour ing the aeromag­
n e t i c da ta p rev ious ly desc r ibed . Three of the p r o f i l e s were obtained 
along the same roads as d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y p r o f i l e s A-A', B-B 1 , and C-C 1 . 
The four th was a c losu re p r o f i l e connect ing A-A1 and B-B' (Figure 7 ) . 
The da ta was obtained and reduced by s tandard techniques and a re l i s t e d 
in Appendix I I . 
The reduced da ta (Figure 8) showed the main dike to be r ep re sen ­
ted by an asymmetric anomaly for a l l t h r ee p r o f i l e s . However, the c a l ­
cu la ted anomaly due to induc t ion magnet iza t ion for a d ike d ipp ing 70° 
toward N70°E i s a symmetric p o s i t i v e peak (Figure 11) . This sugges ts 
t h a t induc t ion magnet iza t ion i s not the only cause for the observed 
anomaly and t ha t n a t u r a l remanent magnet iza t ion (NRM) must a l s o be con­
s idered in the a n a l y s i s of magnetic anomalies (Hood, 1963). 
Natura l Remanent Magnet izat ion of the Meriwether Dike 
Samples from a s i n g l e outcrop of the Meriwether d ike were c o l ­
l ec ted and analyzed for NRM by Doyle Watts (personal communications). 
I n t e n s i t i e s and d i r e c t i o n s for the NRM's a re given in Appendix IV. A 
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Schmidt s t e r eog raph ic p r o j e c t i o n of the NRM d i r e c t i o n s (Figure 17) 
shows the NRM d i r e c t i o n s to be d i f f e r e n t from today ' s magnetic f i e l d . 
Samples from the cen te r of the d ike c o n s t i t u t e one s e t of d i r e c t i o n s 
and those from the c h i l l e d margins another s e t . Because i t i s not 
known what p ropor t ion of the d ike has which magne t iza t ion , an average 
of the d i r e c t i o n s (Figure 17) and magnitudes were used for computing the 
anomaly due to remanent magne t iza t ion . The average d i r e c t i o n has a de-
o o 
c l i n a t i o n of 28 and an i n c l i n a t i o n of 30 . The average magnitude of 
the NRM i s 0.00175 c g s . 
Theo re t i c a l Anomalies and the Determinat ion 
of the Koenigsberger R a t i o , Q 
The r a t i o of remanent magnet iza t ion to induced magne t i za t ion , 
the Koenigsberger r a t i o , Q i s commonly c i t e d in paleomagnetic s t u d i e s as 
an i n d i c a t i o n of whether or not samples have been subjec ted to l i g h t n i n g 
s t r i k e s . I t has more r e c e n t l y been construed (Green, 1960) as a measure 
of the importance of remanent magnet iza t ion in the a n a l y s i s of magnetic 
anomal ies . Using the c a l c u l a t e d bulk s u s c e p t i b i l i t y for the d iabase of 
the Meriwether dike and the average i n t e n s i t y of NRM, the probable range 
of Q i s 0.25 to 0 .50 . The range of Q's i s a r e s u l t of the u n c e r t a i n t y 
in the bulk s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . 
To examine the e f f e c t s of Q on the observed anomal ies , s e v e r a l 
models were computed us ing the method of Talwani and H e i r t z l e r (1965). 
For a Q of 0.25 and bulk s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of 0.013 c g s , the remanent 
magnet iza t ion causes the anomaly to become s l i g h t l y asymmetric (Figure 
18) with a peak to trough r a t i o of about 15 to 1. For bulk s u s c e p t i -
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• Samples from center of dike 
o Samples from chilled margins of dike 
4- Average N R M of all samples 
A Present direction of earth's field 
S 
Figure 17. S te reographic P ro j ec t i on (Schmidt ne t ) of Measured Natura l 
Remanent Moments (NRM) for the Meriwether Dike. 
Figure 18. Ca lcu la ted Curves Showing the Effect of Natural Remanent Magnetism on the Tota l 
F i e ld Anomaly. (Dike i s 30 meters wide and dips a t 75 . ) 
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b i l i t y 0.0066 cgs and corresponding Q of 0.5 the anomaly i s found to be 
more asymmetric with a peak to trough r a t i o of 10 to 1. 
The observed anomalies (Figure 8) however, e x h i b i t an average 
peak to trough r a t i o of only 6. F u r t h e r , the amplitude of the observed 
anomalies i s g r e a t e r than tha t c a l c u l a t e d for the given range of suscep­
t i b i l i t i e s and corresponding magne t i za t ions . An inc rease in Q to 1.0 a t 
a s u s c e p t i b i l i t y of 0.013 cgs produced an asymmetric anomaly with a peak 
to trough r a t i o of about 6 to 1, (Figure 18) i n d i c a t i n g t h a t the bulk 
remanent magnet iza t ion was probably g r e a t e r than t ha t suggested by the 
sur face samples. 
Strangway (1965), who sampled a d iabase dike a t both the sur face 
and a t depth in a mine, found the r a t i o of remanent to induced magnet i ­
za t i on to be g r e a t e r for the underground samples. As a p o s s i b l e cause of 
t h i s phenomenon Strangway (1965) suggests t h a t temperature f l u c t u a t i o n 
a t the s u r f a c e , which was probably exposed for a cons ide rab le length of 
t ime, has a c c e l e r a t e d the decay of the remanent magne t i za t ion . The same 
type of process may have occurred in the Meriwether d ike and hence , the 
e f f e c t i v e Q, which inc ludes the e f f e c t of sub-sur face p o r t i o n s of the 
d i k e , i s probably c lo se r to 1.0. 
I t should be noted t ha t even i f the dike a c t u a l l y d ips as much as 
o 
80 , the magnetic anomaly due to induct ion would s t i l l be a symmetric 
peak (Figure 11) , and hence the c a l c u l a t e d Q of 1.0 would not be s e r i ­
ously a f f e c t e d . 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Examination of the Meriwether d ike by means of d e t a i l e d g r a v i t y 
and magnetic p r o f i l e s shows the dike to c o n s i s t of an i n j e c t i o n zone of 
d i k e s . Because the g r av i t y anomalies of the component d ikes a re only 
p a r t i a l l y s epa ra t ed , de te rmina t ion of whether or not the s ide d ikes were 
branches of the main dike was not p o s s i b l e . On the b a s i s of t h e o r e t i c a l 
curves for the d ike system dipping a t va r ious a n g l e s , the Meriwether 
dike (system) was es t imated to dip a t 70° toward N70°E. 
The 70° d ip i s not as s teep as noted by Les t e r and Allen (1950), 
who found seve ra l of the l a r g e r d ikes in Georgia to have a cons tan t d ip 
toward the ea s t of 75 to 90° and P r i v e t t (1966) who found the d iabase 
d ikes in c e n t r a l South Carol ina to dip 80 to 90° to the NE. I t i s 
p o s s i b l e , however, t h a t the Meriwether dike may a c t u a l l y have a d ip 
g r e a t e r than 70°, but due to the ambiguity of the r eg iona l t rend i t i s 
not p o s s i b l e to reso lve how much g r e a t e r . 
A simple Bouguer g r av i t y map compiled for c e n t r a l Meriwether 
County shows the Meriwether d ike to be r e spons ib l e for an anomaly of 
one to two m i l l i g a l s in the r eg iona l t r end . After r econ tour ing of the 
a v a i l a b l e aeromagnetic d a t a , the Meriwether d i k e ( s ) proved to be the 
most prominent magnetic f ea tu r e of the a r e a , and t h i s sugges ts t h a t the 
sharpness of the anomaly and the f l i g h t l i n e spacing supressed the 
d i k e ( s ) in previous con tour ing . I t i s p o s s i b l e t h a t in o ther a reas of 
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e a s t e r n North America covered by aeromagnetic maps, o ther occurrences of 
d iabase d ikes may be s i m i l a r l y supressed , thus reducing the p r o b a b i l i t y 
of l o c a t i n g such dikes by t h e i r magnetic anomalies in a reas not ye t 
geo log i ca l l y mapped. Locating o ther d ikes by t h i s method may a l s o be 
hampered by the e f f e c t s of remanent magne t iza t ion . 
Although not s tud ied in d e t a i l , examination of high a l t i t u d e 
in f ra red photographs (N.A.S.A., 1970) of c e n t r a l Meriwether County, 
revealed the ex i s t ence of a l i n e a r anomaly co inc id ing with the Meriwether 
d ike a t known outcroppings in the no r the rn t h i r d of the study a r e a . The 
anomaly i s probably due to a change of i n t e n s i t y of r e f l e c t e d in f ra red 
r a d i a t i o n from the vege t a t i on growing in the s o i l der ived from the d i a ­
base . I t i s suggested t ha t t h i s technique might be appl ied to o ther 
a reas of e a s t e r n North America to determine outcrop p a t t e r n s of the 
d ikes in a reas not yet geo log i ca l l y mapped. 
Many problems c u r r e n t l y e x i s t concerning the d iabase d ikes which 
surround the North A t l a n t i c Ocean such as d a t i n g , d i s t r i b u t i o n and 
chemis t ry . I t i s hoped t ha t more economic and e f f i c i e n t methods such as 
those sugges t ed . in t h i s study w i l l lead to the l o c a t i o n of unmapped 
d i k e s , thus p r e sen t i ng a more complete p i c t u r e of the d i s t r i b u t i o n and 






GRAVITY SURVEYS AND DATA REDUCTION 
Gravity da ta were c o l l e c t e d and reduced by s tandard techniques 
(Dobrin, 1960). The da ta c o n s i s t of 242 po in t s in t o t a l inc lud ing base 
s t a t i o n s - 201 g r a v i t y observa t ions a re along f ive d e t a i l e d l i n e s and 41 
g r a v i t y observa t ions are r eg iona l d a t a . 
The gravimeter used was the Worden Educator , Model 113. The 
reading p r e c i s i o n of t h i s meter , when read by a s i n g l e o p e r a t o r , i s ap­
proximately +0 . 1 m i l l i g a l s . Ins t rumenta l d r i f t for the Worden g r a v i ­
meter for an e i g h t hour per iod i s t y p i c a l l y 0.2 m i l l i g a l s , but can be as 
high as 0.5 m i l l i g a l s for the same pe r iod . The gravimeter was s to red in 
the f i e l d veh i c l e each n igh t preceding a survey to minimize the instumen-
t a l d r i f t due to temperature change. The u n c e r t a i n t y in d r i f t and r ead ­
ing p r e c i s i o n combined give a g r av i t y p r e c i s i o n of +0.2 m i l l i g a l s . In 
a l l , th ree d i f f e r e n t base s t a t i o n s (Dorman and Z i e g l e r , in p r e p a r a t i o n , 
Georgia Department of Mines, Mining and Geology) were used to c o r r e c t for 
ins t rumenta l d r i f t . P e r t i n e n t da t a concerning these base s t a t i o n s a re 
given in Table 1. 
The observed d r i f t s are given in Table 2 . 
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Table 1. Gravity Base S t a t i o n s Used in t h i s Study 
Base Gravity Estimated 
Name Number Locat ion Value P r e c i s i o n 
At lan ta D 4 Georgia Tech 979527, .37 +0. .023 
LaGrange 33 Ci ty Hall 979484. .42 +0. .014 
Greenvi l l e 63 Meriwether County 
Court House 
979489. .58 + 0. .05 
Table 2. Ins t rumenta l Dr i f t for Worden Gravimeter 
Georgia Tech 
S t a t i o n Nos. Gravity Survey Dr i f t Time Between 
No. (Mgals/hr) Base S t a t i o n s 
1 - 4 9 36 -0.074 6.1 hours 
1 - 3 3 46 -0.018 9.8 
1 - 4 8 51 0.000 7.4 
48 - 72 51 -0.109 3.9 
72 - 95 51 0.016 2.3 
4 - 2 0 52 -0.053 2 .8 
20 - 41 52 -0 .121 3.8 
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The g r av i t y da ta were co r rec ted for l a t i t u d e e f f e c t by us ing the 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l g r a v i t y formula of 1930 (as given in Dobrin, 1960, page 
187) and d r i f t c o r r e c t i o n s for the meter by assuming l i n e a r meter d r i f t 
between subsequent occupat ions of the base s t a t i o n . The s tandard 
Bouguer reduc t ion dens i t y of 2.67 gm/cm was used to compute the Bouguer 
anomalies . 
E leva t ion and l o c a t i o n c o n t r o l were obtained from the fol lowing 
U. S. Geological Survey, 7% minute topographic maps: Greenvi l l e (1971), 
Gay (1971), Warm Springs (1971), and Woodbury (1971) . Where p o s s i b l e 
bench marks 1 foot ) or i n t e r s e c t i o n e l e v a t i o n s (assumed + 5 f e e t ) 
were used. E leva t ions of s t a t i o n s for which bench marks or i n t e r s e c t i o n s 
were not a v a i l a b l e were obtained by i n t e r p o l a t i n g between contour l i n e s 
(20 foot contour i n t e r v a l ) and confirming those i n t e r p o l a t i o n s with 
barometr ic a l t i m e t r y d a t a . E leva t ions obtained by t h i s technique were 
es t imated to be p lus or minus f ive f e e t . The r e s u l t i n g u n c e r t a i n t y in 
the reduced g r av i t y va lues i s thus +0.35 m i l l i g a l s . Because of the 
r e l a t i v e l y s h o r t e r d i s t a n c e between s t a t i o n s along d e t a i l l i n e s , and 
hence s h o r t e r times between g r a v i t y and barometr ic read ings e r r o r s in 
d r i f t for these measurements were considered l e s s . This r e s u l t s in an 
es t imated p r e c i s i o n of +0.2 m i l l i g a l s for the reduced g r a v i t y va lues for 
s t a t i o n s along d e t a i l l i n e s . 
The d a t a , in the s tandard Department of Defense computer card 
format, a re l i s t e d by i nd iv idua l surveys in Table 3 (Figure 19) . 
SOURCE NO DATE COOED 
O L O L O L O O O 0 0 : 0 0 
4 1 I 7 10 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
. I 
3 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
5 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 
8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 1 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
4 J 1 7 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 OFT 0 
12 11 14 TI II U II II 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
9 9 9 9 9 9 99 
11 U 14 IS II U II 1120 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 
n m 24 A N 27 A N T O 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
I S 
3 U 
0 0 0 0 . 
31 33 33 M 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 
17 31 31 40 41 42 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 6 
5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 | 8 | 8 8 8 8 8 | 8 | 8 8 8 8 8 8 | 8 | 8 8 8 8 8 | 8 | 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
[31 37 13 M M 
CC > U < IN K 
0 0 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
3T|37 31 31 40 41 42 43 
6 6 
Id I UL O CC Z 
u. < 
0 0 0 
44 4$ 4T 47 4I| 
1 1 1 1 1 
O . O I O : O O 0 0 . 0 
450 51 U 53 54 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 212L 2 2 
3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
9|9 9 9 9 91919 9 





0 0 0 0 
51 50 U II 
1 1 1 1 
6 6 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 1 5 
6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 
9 9 9 919 
51 M CO LL'U 
5 « H 
0 0 0 0 
U M B K 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 
U 64 15 M 
0 0 0 0 0 
M|M 70 71 
1 1 1 
6 6 
8 8 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 






1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 




8 8 8 




conns vsf.d in ahove 
S E C U R I T Y C L A S S ( C O L . 1 ) 
U - UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL f • FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
C - CONFIDENTIAL 
S - SECRET 
S E C U R I T Y C O N T R O L ( C O L . 2 ) 
1 - LIMITED DISSEMINATION, TO FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES 
OF DEPT OF DEFENSE . CIA AND AEC 
2 - NOT RE LE AS AB LE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS 
3 • LIMITED DISSEMINATION. NOT RELEASABLE TO 
FOREIGN NATIONALS 
4 - SPECIAL RELEASE FROM ORIGINATING AGENCY 
REQUIRED FOR DISSEMINATION TO A 3RD PARTY 5 - MODIFIED HANDLING AUTHORIZED (INCLUDES 
FOREIGN ••RESTRICTED". NATO, CENTO, SEATO, ETC.) 
G E O G R A P H I C U N I T S ( C O L . 3 ) 
BLANK OR 0 - DEGREES AND MINUTES TO .01 MINUTE 
1 - DEGREES, MINUTES AND SECONDS 
2 - DEGREES TO .0001 DEGREE 
T Y P E O F E L E V A T I O N ( C O L . 2 1 ) 
1 - LAND 
2 - SUBSURFACE 
1 - OCEAN SURFACE 
4 • OCEAN SUBMERGED 5 - OCEAN BOTTOM 6 - LAKE SURFACE (ABOVE SEA LEVEL) 
7 - LAKE BOTTOM (ABOVE SEA LEVEL) 
8 - LAKE BOTTOM (BELOW SEA LEVEL) 9 - LAKE SURFACE (ABOVE SEA LEVEL) 
WITH LAKE BOTTOM BE LOW SEA LEVEL 
A - LAKE SURFACE (BE LOW SEA LEVEL) 
B - LAKE BOTTOM (SURFACE BELOW SEA LEVEL) 
C - ICE CAP (BOTTOM BELOW SEA LEVEL) 
D - ICE CAP (BOTTOM ABOVE SEA LEVEL) 
E - TRANSFER DATA GIVEN 
E L E V A T I O N U N I T S ( C O L . 2 2 ) 
BLANK OR 0 - METERS 1 - F E E T 2 - FATHOMS 
E L E V A T I O N O F S T A T I O N ( C O L . 2 3 - 2 9 ) 
NOTE: THIS FIELD WILL CONTAIN DEPTH 
OF OCEAN (POSITIVE OOWNWARD) IF 
COL 21 CONTAINS 3, «. OR S 
S U P P L E M E N T A L E L E V A T I O N ( C O L . 3 1 - 3 5 ) 
DEPTH OF INSTRUMENT, LAKE OR ICE; 
POSITIVE DOWNWARD FROM SURFACE 
B O U G U E R A N O M A L Y ( C O L . 5 0 - 5 4 ) 
SIMPLE BOUGUER ANOMALY WITH A MEAN 
DENSITY OF 2 67. NO TERRAIN CORRECTION 
I S O . O R T . C . C O D E ( C O L . 5 6 ) 
INDICATES IF ISOSTATIC ANOMALY OR TERRAIN 
CORRECTION IS GIVEN IN OOCUMENT: 0 - NO ISOSTATIC ANOM. OR T.C. IN DOCUMENT 
1 - TERRAIN CORRECTION GIVEN IN DOCUMENT 
2 - ISOSTATIC ANOMALY GIVEN IN DOCUMENT 
3 - BOTH ARE GIVEN IN DOCUMENT 
A C I C H Q " ™ 0 - 1 5 4 PREVIOUS EDITION OF THIS FORM WILL BE USED UNTIL STOCK IS EXHAUSTED DoD GR 
Figure 19. Standard Department of Defense Gravity Coding Form. 
Table 3 . Gravity Data 
Gravity Survey GT 36 ( Inc ludes Data for P r o f i l e B-B') 
123*+567890123^567890 











































































































2984 3527367- 2305- 5633 GT36 GA*2 1 1 
3064 3510125- 295- 371* GT36 GA*2 2 1 
2353 3484422- 2*73- 5tv97 GT36 GA*2 3 1 
265l 3489586- 944- 3901 GT36 GA42 4 1 
2426 3498070- 798- 350* GT36 GA*2 5 3 
2369 3498750- 913- 3556 GT36 GA42 6 3 
249g 3496398- 763- 3551 GT36 GA42 7 3 
260ft 3494070- 674- 3581 GT36 GA42 8 3 
2554 3*95086- 749- 3598 GT36 GA42 9 3 
2579 3494789- 721- 3598 GT36 GA42 10 3 
2569 3*95625- 689- 3555 GT36 GA42 11 3 
2612 3*95133- 619- 3533 GT36 GA42 12 3 
2566 3*96102- 673- 3536 GT36 GA42 13 3 
2600 3496102- 579- 3479 GT36 GA42 14 3 
2615 3*95281- 621- 3538 GT36 GA42 15 3 
2606 3495*92- 630- 3537 GT36 GA42 16 3 
259i 3*95961- 631- 3521 GT36 GA42 17 3 
256g 3*96383- 658- 352* GT36 GA42 18 3 
2582 3*9566*- 696- 3576 GT36 GA42 19 3 
2597 3*95758- 646- 35*3 GT36 GA42 20 3 
2572 3*95758- 731- 3599 GT36 GA42 21 3 
2575 3*96531- 653- 3525 GT36 GA42 22 3 
2573 3*96609- 656- 3526 GT36 GA42 23 3 
2569 3*97555- 579- 3445 GT36 GA42 2* 3 
2544 3*98188- 601- 3439 GT36 GA42 25 3 
2556 3*98367- 550- 3401 GT36 GA42 26 3 
2567 3*98375- 518- 3382 GT36 GA42 27 3 
2557 3*98*61- 544- 3396 GT36 GA42 28 3 
2545 3*98766- 553- 3392 GT36 GA42 29 3 
2532 3*98891- 587- 3411 GT36 GA42 30 3 
2566 3*98*38- 530- 3393 GT36 GA42 31 3 
2557 3*98391- 566- 3419 GT36 GA42 32 3 
2552 3*98898- 533- 3380 GT36 GA42 33 3 
2566 3*98391- 542- 3405 GT36 GA42 3* 3 
2571 3*98383- 530- 3398 GT36 GA42 35 3 
2565 3*98375- 550- 3412 GT36 GA42 36 3 
2536 3*99016- 579- 3408 GT36 GA42 37 3 
2512 3*99008- 656- 3458 GT36 GA42 38 3 
2530 3*98867- 617- 3439 GT36 GA42 39 3 
2536 3*98219- 666- 3495 GT36 GA42 *0 3 
2472 3*9966*- 726- 3484 GT36 GA42 *1 3 
2502 3*99086- 704- 3496 GT36 GA42 *2 3 
251a 3*98961- 678- 3487 GT36 GA42 *3 3 
2286 3505*77- 862- 3412 GT36 GA42 
** 
3 
2536 3501578- 635- 3464 GT36 GA42 *5 3 
2567 3*98273- 527- 3391 GT36 GA42 46 3 
2426 3*97859- 819- 3525 GT36 GA42 *7 3 
2651 3*89586- 944- 3901 GT36 GA42 48 
2353 348**22- 2473- 5n97 GT36 GA42 *9 
265i 3489**5- 957- 391* GT36 GA42 50 
2:353 3*8**22- 2*73- 5n97 GT36 GA42 51 
3064 3510680- 239- 3fi58 GT36 GA42 52 
2984 3527367- 2305- 5633 GT36 GA42 53 
23*567890123*5678901234567890123*567890123*567890123*567890 
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Table 3 . (Continued) 
Gravity Survey GT 46 ( Includes Data for P r o f i l e E-E 1 ) 
123<»5678901234567890 
129<»567890123H567890 
2 3 * » 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 * » 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 « * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * » 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 1 2 3 * * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
3 3 4 6 4 0 - 8 4 2 3 7 0 1 2 9 8 4 3 5 2 7 3 6 7 - 2 3 0 5 - 5 6 3 3 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 1 
3 3 2 2 4 8 - 8 4 4 8 0 2 1 3 0 5 1 3 5 1 0 4 5 3 - 4 8 0 - 3 8 8 3 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 1 
3 3 1 9 9 8 - 8 4 4 8 1 2 1 2 9 5 0 3 5 1 1 0 0 8 - 3 8 9 - 3 6 8 0 G T 4 6 GA 4 3 1 
3 3 1 9 7 6 - 8 4 4 6 8 5 1 2 9 6 2 3 5 1 1 3 2 0 - 2 9 2 - 3 5 9 6 G T 4 6 GA 4 4 5 
3 3 1 9 8 * * - 8 4 4 6 2 7 1 2 9 3 6 3 5 1 1 8 2 8 - 3 3 3 - 3 6 0 8 G T 4 6 GA 4 5 5 
3 3 1 9 8 9 - 8 4 4 5 9 1 1 2 6 1 9 3 5 1 3 6 7 5 - 4 9 4 - 3 6 3 9 G T 4 6 GA 4 6 5 
3 3 1 9 9 2 - 8 4 4 5 6 6 1 2 8 5 o 3 5 1 3 8 3 6 - 4 0 7 - 3 5 8 7 G T 4 6 GA 4 7 5 
3 3 1 9 9 8 - 8 4 4 5 3 7 1 2 8 4 1 3 5 1 4 5 7 0 - 3 7 2 - 3 5 4 0 G T 4 6 GA 4 8 5 
3 3 2 0 0 6 — 8 4 4 5 0 7 1 2 7 4 3 3 5 1 6 5 4 7 - 4 8 7 - 3 5 4 7 G T 4 6 GA 4 9 3 
3 3 2 0 1 1 - 8 4 4 4 9 8 1 2 7 7 l 3 5 1 6 0 4 7 - 4 5 8 - 3 5 4 9 G T 4 6 GA 4 10 5 
3 3 2 0 1 6 - 8 4 4 4 7 5 1 2 7 5 i 3 5 1 6 7 8 1 - 4 5 0 - 3 5 1 9 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 1 3 
3 3 2 0 1 6 - 8 4 4 4 6 7 1 2 7 3 3 3 5 1 7 2 1 1 - 4 6 4 - 3 5 1 2 G T 4 6 GA 4 12 3 
3 3 2 0 1 7 - 8 4 4 4 5 8 1 2 7 1 g 3 5 1 7 9 4 5 - 4 3 6 - 3 4 6 8 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 3 3 
3 3 2 0 1 7 - 8 4 4 4 4 8 1 2 6 8 2 3 5 1 8 7 3 4 - 4 6 9 - 3 4 6 1 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 4 3 
3 3 2 0 1 7 - 8 4 4 4 4 0 1 2 6 4 ^ 3 5 1 9 0 2 3 - 5 6 1 - 3 5 0 9 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 5 5 
3 3 2 0 1 7 - 8 4 4 4 3 1 1 2 6 8 2 3 5 1 8 7 7 3 - 4 6 5 - 3 4 5 7 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 6 3 
3 3 2 0 1 7 - 8 4 4 4 2 7 1 2 6 8 6 3 5 1 8 9 6 9 - 4 3 6 - 3 4 3 1 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 7 5 
3 3 2 0 1 6 — 8 4 4 4 2 3 1 2 6 4 0 3 5 2 0 0 5 5 - 4 6 6 - 3 4 1 1 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 8 3 
3 3 2 0 1 5 — 8 4 4 4 1 3 1 2 6 0 8 3 5 2 0 5 6 3 - 5 1 3 - 3 4 2 2 G T 4 6 GA 4 1 9 3 
3 3 2 0 1 3 - 8 4 4 4 0 6 1 2 5 8 5 3 5 2 0 * * 0 6 - 5 9 8 - 3 4 8 1 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 0 5 
3 3 2 0 1 2 — 8 4 4 3 9 5 1 2 5 6 0 3 5 2 0 6 9 5 - 6 4 3 - 3 4 9 9 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 1 5 
3 3 2 0 1 2 - 8 4 4 3 8 3 1 2 5 4 1 3 5 2 1 0 0 8 - 6 7 1 - 3 5 0 6 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 2 5 
3 3 2 0 1 2 - 8 4 4 3 7 4 1 2 5 8 7 3 5 1 9 9 6 9 - 6 3 4 - 3 5 2 0 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 3 5 
3 3 2 0 1 2 - 8 4 4 3 5 4 1 2 6 2 1 3 5 2 0 4 3 8 - 4 8 0 - 3 4 0 4 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 4 3 
3 3 2 0 1 2 - 8 4 4 3 4 3 1 2 5 4 5 3 5 2 1 1 3 3 - 6 4 6 - 3 4 8 5 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 5 5 
3 3 2 0 0 7 - 8 4 4 3 1 0 1 2 5 0 9 3 5 2 1 7 5 0 - 6 9 0 - 3 4 8 8 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 6 5 
3 3 2 0 0 1 - 8 4 4 2 7 7 1 24 H 3 5 2 3 8 7 5 - 7 6 2 - 3 4 5 5 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 7 5 
3 3 1 9 9 6 - 8 4 4 2 5 2 1 2 3 9 9 3 5 2 3 3 0 5 - 8 5 8 - 3 5 3 4 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 8 5 
3 3 1 9 9 2 - 8 4 4 1 5 2 1 2 6 4 9 3 5 1 7 7 1 1 - 6 4 1 - 3 5 9 6 G T 4 6 GA 4 2 9 5 
3 3 2 0 3 6 - 8 4 4 1 0 7 1 2 6 8 2 3 5 1 9 2 6 6 - 4 4 3 - 3 4 3 5 G T 4 6 GA 4 3 0 3 
3 3 2 0 1 3 - 8 4 4 4 0 6 1 2 5 8 5 3 5 2 0 0 9 4 - 6 2 9 - 3 5 1 2 G T 4 6 GA 4 3 1 5 
3 3 2 2 4 8 - 8 4 4 8 0 2 1 3 0 5 l 3 5 1 0 0 6 3 - 5 1 8 - 3 9 2 1 G T 4 6 GA 4 3 2 1 
3 3 4 6 4 0 - 8 4 2 3 7 0 1 2 9 8 4 3 5 2 7 3 6 7 - 2 3 0 5 - 5 f t 3 3 G T 4 6 GA 4 3 3 1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 < * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 ' * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
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Table 3 . (Continued) 
Gravity Survey GT 51 ( Includes Data for P r o f i l e s A-A', C - C , and D-D 1) 
1234567890123*567890 
2345678q0l23*»567890l234567890123*»5678901234567a901231»567890 334640 - 842370 1 2984 3527367- 2305- 5633 GT51 GA63 1 1 
33 172 - 844278 1 2651 3*89578- 944- 3901 GT51 GA63 2 1 
33 157 - 844128 1 2652 3*93203- 558- 3516 GT51 6A63 3 3 
33 118 - 844079 1 2432 3*97875- 715- 3428 GT51 GA63 
* 
3 
33 90 - 844033 1 223i 3501109- 974- 3u63 GT51 GA63 5 3 
33 63 - 843959 1 2393 3*98719- 677- 33*6 GT51 GA63 6 3 
325952 - 843758 1 2545 3*97797- 147- 2986 GT51 GA63 7 1 
32590* - 843677 1 2502 3*99125- 79- 2«71 GT51 GA63 8 1 
325813 - 844273 1 2697 3*88992- 367- 3376 GT51 GA63 9 1 
325814 - 844205 1 2719 3*89031- 299- 3332 GT51 GA63 10 1 
325817 - 844075 1 275? 3*90500- 51- 3121 GT51 GA63 11 1 
325840 - 844029 1 2807 3*89266- 38- 3l69 GT51 GA63 12 5 
325851 - 844001 1 267g 3*92508- 123- 3111 GT51 GA63 13 5 
325860 - 843991 1 2606 3*93625- 250- 3157 GT51 GA63 1* 5 
325869 - 843984 1 2600 3*93820- 262- 3162 GT51 GA63 15 1 
325880 - 843977 1 2627 3*93398- 233- 316* GT51 GA63 16 5 
32589* - 843970 1 2627 3*93203- 272- 3203 GT51 GA63 17 5 
325904 - 843954 1 270i 3492273- 153- 3i65 GT51 GA63 18 5 
325902 - 843938 1 2701 3*92*30- 134- 31*7 GT51 GA63 19 5 
325901 - 843907 1 2618 3*9*16*- 214- 3135 GT51 GA63 20 1 
325902 - 843917 1 2649 3*93977- 140- 3095 GT51 GA63 21 5 
325901 - 843928 1 267 0 3*93125- 157- 3136 GT51 GA63 22 5 
325906 - 843899 1 2658 3*93*30- 171- 3136 GT51 GA63 23 5 
325909 - 843884 1 2707 3*92625- 107- 3126 GT51 GA63 2* 5 
325913 - 843874 1 2637 3494516- 139- 3080 GT51 GA63 25 5 
325923 - 843811 1 2573 3497289- 72- 29*2 GT51 GA63 26 1 
325915 - 843864 1 2612 3*95289- 139- 3053 GT51 GA63 27 5 
325916 - 843854 1 2563 349698*- 121- 2980 GT51 GA63 28 5 
325917 - 843893 1 253o 3*97680- 156- 2978 GT51 GA63 29 5 
325918 - 643883 1 2539 3*9798*- 99- 2931 GT51 GA63 30 5 
325919 - 843827 1 255i 3*98219- 40- 2R85 GT51 GA63 31 5 
325922 - 843816 1 256ft 3*97836- 36- 2899 GT51 GA63 32 • 5 
325920 - 843821 1 2524 3*98297- 118- 2933 GT51 GA63 33 5 
325952 - 843748 1 2545 3*98063- 120- 2959 GT51 GA63 3* 1 
325943 - 843774 1 2633 3*96250- 16- 295* GT51 GA63 35 5 
325934 - 843790 1 2554 3*97523- 122- 2971 GT51 GA63 36 5 
325929 - 843802 1 2551 3*97*8*- 127- 2973 GT51 GA63 37 5 
325957 - 843762 1 2524 3*98063- 193- 3008 GT51 GA63 38 5 
32597* - 843762 1 254a 3*97680- 178- 3020 GT51 GA63 39 5 
3259^3 - 643762 1 2603 ;H*96672- 136- 3o*0 GT51 9A63 40 5 
33 26 - 843732 1 2472 34981*1- 440- 3197 GT51 GA63 41 3 
33 4* - 843701 1 247R 3*98219- 437- 3201 GT51 GA63 42 3 
33 95 - 843612 1 2505 3*99766- 268- 3063 GT51 GA63 43 3 
33 146 - 843510 1 2502 35011*6- 209- 3000 GT51 GA63 44 3 
33 163 - 843553 1 2496 3500766- 291- 3076 GT51 GA63 45 3 
33 169 - 843602 1 224 0 3505859- 579- 3o78 GT51 GA63 46 3 
33 188 - 843727 1 214g 3506555- 818- 3215 GT51 GA63 47 1 
33 172 - 844278 1 2651 3489578- 944- 3901 GT51 GA63 48 1 
33 467 - 844359 1 2539 3493922- 1261- 4o93 GT51 GA63 49 3 
33 465 - 844460 1 2685 3490383- 1160- 4156 GT51 GA63 50 3 
33 497 - 844480 1 2423 3495789- 1471- 4174 GT51 GA63 51 3 
33 548 - 844479 1 257g 3*92555- 1385- 4262 GT51 GA63 52 5 
33 592 - 844464 1 2627 3*92336- 1318- 42*9 GT51 GA63 53 3 
33 591 - 844370 1 2545 3*95359- 1267- 4106 GT51 GA63 54 1 
33 598 - 844259 1 2609 3*9*609- 1155- *066 GT51 GA63 55 3 
33 608 - 644187 1 2615 3*95156- 1095- *012 GT51 GA63 56 3 
33 520 - 844190 1 2307 3500883- 1351- 3925 GT51 GA63 57 3 
33 478 - 844162 1 2362 3500516- 1161- 3796 GT51 GA63 58 3 
33 568 - 843607 1 2234 3506375- 1093- 3585 GT51 GA63 59 3 
33 591 - 843676 1 2323 3504852- 1005- 3595 GT51 GA63 60 1 
33 *38 - 843694 1 2l7o 3508367- 913- 333* GT51 GA63 61 3 
33 393 - 643636 1 2365 3504055- 681- 3320 GT51 GA63 62 3 
33 272 - 843611 1 2320 3504836- 577- 3165 GT51 GA63 63 3 
33 357 - 843727 1 2414 3501609- 725- 3418 GT51 GA63 64 3 
33 341 - 843841 1 257 3 3*98070- 569- 3439 GT51 GA63 65 3 
234567890123*5678901234567890123*567890123*567890123*567890 
Table 3 . (Continued) 




























































































































































3499047- 736- 3534 GT51 GA63 66 3 
3504266- 1097- 3600 GT51 GA63 67 3 
3499258- 773- 3599 GT51 GA63 68 3 
3499273- 857- 3651 GT51 GA63 69 3 
3497359- 778- 3641 GT51 GA63 70 3 
3492906- 873- 3R21 GT51 GA63 71 5 
3489578- 944- 3901 GT51 GA63 72 1 
3495016- 647- 3564 GT51 GA63 73 3 
3495898- 670- 3533 GT51 GA63 74 3 
3496789- 711- 3503 GT51 GA63 75 5 
3495320- 545- 3459 GT51 GA63 76 5 
3496477- 556- 3425 GT51 GA63 77 3 
3496703- 453- 3347 GT51 GA63 78 5 
3497164- 561- 3393 GT51 GA63 79 5 
3498125- 520- 3331 GT51 GA63 80 5 
3498859- 531- 3312 GT51 GA63 81 5 
3499633- 547- 3294 GT51 GA63 82 5 
3498625- 676- 3413 GT51 GA63 83 5 
3499008- 638- 3375 GT51 GA63 84 5 
3499086- 602- 3349 GT51 GA63 85 5 
3499086- 667- 3390 GT51 GA63 86 5 
3499008- 670- 3393 GT51 GA63 87 5 
3499617- 735- 3414 GT51 GA63 88 5 
3501313- 811- 3402 GT51 GA63 89 5 
3502086- 827- 3384 GT51 GA63 90 5 
3501813- 722- 3327 GT51 GA63 91 5 
3504242- 753- 3259 GT51 GA63 92 5 
3506484- 780- 3194 GT51 GA63 93 5 
3498609- 1016- 3627 GT51 GA63 94 5 
3489578- 944- 3901 GT51 GA63 95 1 
3489883- 1098- 4018 GT51 GA63 96 3 
3496133- 665- 3595 GT51 GA63 97 5 
3497055- 808- 3671 GT51 GA63 98 3 
3497398- 800- 3656 GT51 GA63 99 5 
3498328- 741- 3587 GT51 GA63 100 5 
3497711- 740- 3610 GT51 GA63 101 5 
3497750- 662- 3559 GT51 GA63 102 5 
3497977- 754- 3610 GT51 GA63 103 5 
3498438- 759- 3598 GT51 GA63 104 5 
3498750- 734- 3573 GT51 GA63 105 5 
3499367- 836- 3618 GT51 GA63 106 5 
3498438- 787- 3622 GT51 GA63 107 5 
3497664- 879- 3714 GT51 GA63 108 5 
3498664- 776- 3619 GT51 GA63 109 5 
3496039- 918- 3777 GT51 GA63 110 5 
3501133- 1041- 3706 GT51 GA63 111 5 
3503750- 1177- 3720 GT51 GA63 112 5 
3500125- 972- 3740 GT51 GA63 113 3 
3504367- 1277- 3fi03 GT51 GA63 114 5 
3527367- 2305- 5633 GT51 GA63 115 1 
Table 3 . (Concluded) 




33 172 - 844278 1 2651 3*89578- 944- 3901 6T52 GA63 1 1 
33 2*0 - 85 180 1 2353 3484422- 2473- 5097 GT52 GA63 2 1 
33 172 - 844278 1 2651 3489578- 944- 3901 GT52 GA63 3 1 
33 16* - 844307 1 256o 3490195- 1151- 4007 GT52 GA63 4 6 
33 157 - 844387 1 275s 3*85609- 997- 4071 GT52 GA63 5 3 
33 201 - 844474 1 2893 3*82*53- 951- 4l78 GT52 GA63 6 1 
33 175 - 844427 1 2859 3*83961- 868- 4057 GT52 GA63 7 3 
33 101 - 844373 1 2603 3*89297- 1023- 3926 GT52 GA63 8 3 
33 76 - 8444** 1 2603 3489609- 957- 3fi61 GT52 GA63 9 3 
33 1* - 844383 1 2691 3*88273- 732- 3734 GT52 GA63 10 3 
325947 — 8**436 1 2786 3*86852- 491- 3599 GT52 GA63 11 3 
325693 — 844443 1 2713 3*87703- 558- 3584 GT52 GA63 12 3 
325759 - 844498 1 2682 3*89180- 320- 3312 GT52 GA63 13 6 
32575* - 844384 1 2792 3*87102- 183- 3298 GT52 GA63 1* 3 
325683 - 844260 1 2640 3*90375- 504- 3448 GT52 GA63 15 3 
325949 - 8442*6 1 239 0 3*95867- 815- 3480 GT52 GA63 16 6 
325913 • 844179 1 2380 3*97766- 60*- 3259 GT52 GA63 17 3 
33 16 — 844258 1 256o 3491563- 811- 3667 GT52 GA63 18 6 
33 78 - 844258 1 234d 3496547- 1066- 3681 GT52 GA63 19 6 
33 172 - 84*278 1 2 6 5 i 3499578- 944- 3901 GT52 GA63 20 1 
33 175 - 844261 1 2621 3491000- 898- 3n22 GT52 GA63 21 6 
33 174 - 844255 1 256o 3492883- 897- 3753 GT52 GA63 22 6 
33 53 - 843907 1 2377 3499*30- 640- 3292 GT52 GA63 23 6 
33 33 - 843881 1 2438 3499*38- 423- 3143 GT52 GA63 2 * 6 
325999 - 843824 1 2545 3*96891- 301- 3140 GT52 GA63 25 3 
325898 - 843582 1 2420 3501367- 101- 2801 GT52 GA63 26 1 
325978 - 843619 1 2246 350*539- 429- 2935 GT52 GA63 27 3 
325821 - 843674 1 2274 3503867- 197- 2734 GT52 GA63 28 3 
325827 - 843602 1 2387 35019*5- 49- 2711 GT52 GA63 29 3 
325820 - 843776 1 2499 3499727- 86- 2702 GT52 GA63 30 6 
325851 - 843852 1 2524 3*97266- 127- 2942 GT52 GA63 31 3 
325861 - 843904 1 249g 3496430- 300- 3088 GT52 GA63 32 6 
3259o2 - 843905 1 2618 3*9*156- 216- 3137 GT52 GA63 33 1 
33 115 - 843730 1 2313 3502211- 644- 3224 GT52 GA63 3* 3 
33 262 - 843728 1 2374 3501695- 709- 3358 GT52 GA63 35 6 
33 536 - 8435*2 1 239o 3503578- 849- 3515 GT52 GA63 36 3 
33 68* - 843569 1 259i 3500781- 713- 3603 GT52 GA63 37 3 
33 697 — 8*360* 1 2597 3500563- 733- 3630 GT52 GA63 38 3 
33 723 - 843670 1 2655 3499063- 740- 3702 GT52 GA63 39 3 
33 737 - 843791 1 2472 3503164- 913- 3671 GT52 GA63 *0 3 
33 172 - 844278 1 265l 3489578- 944- 3901 GT52 GA63 *1 1 
23*567890123*5678901234567890123*567890123*567890123*567890 
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APPENDIX I I 
GROUND LEVEL MAGNETIC SURVEYS AND DATA REDUCTION 
Measurements of the magnitude of the geomagnetic f i e l d were made 
us ing a Geometries Model G-816 p ro ton -p reces s ion magnetometer. The 
d i g i t a l d i sp l ay has a r e s o l u t i o n of + 1 gamma. The sens ing element of 
the magnetometer i s held a t the end of an e i g h t foot aluminum s t a f f to 
suppress the magnetic e f f e c t s of i r on d e b r i s , e . g . , beverage cans , small 
underground p i p e s , e t c . 
The da ta were reduced us ing s tandard techniques (Dobrin, 1960). 
The da ta c o n s i s t of t h ree d e t a i l e d l i n e s along graded d i r t roads and a 
four th along a two lane a s p h a l t highway (Georgia S t a t e Highway 1 0 9 ) . 
Approximately 0.016 k i lometer was paced off between s t a t i o n s . Div i s ion 
of the a c t u a l length of the p r o f i l e l i n e by the number of s t a t i o n i n t e r ­
v a l s y ie lded the a c t u a l s t a t i o n spac ing . Times, needed for d r i f t 
c o r r e c t i o n s , were recorded every ten minutes and the s t a t i o n s between 
time readings were ass igned a time by assuming a l i n e a r sampling r a t e . 
The v a r i a t i o n in the main f i e l d over the a rea of i n v e s t i g a t i o n 
o 
has been removed by approximating a g rad i en t of 8.45o /mi l e a t N3 W 
(Garland, 1971, F igure 17.2) by a simple l a t i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n of 9.56o7 
minute . Cor rec t ions for the d i u r n a l v a r i a t i o n were made us ing magneto-
grams of the Geomagnetic Observatory in F rede r i cksburg , V i r g i n i a 
(Figures 20 and 21) which were obtained from the World Data Center A 
of the Nat ional Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admin is t ra t ion in 
48 
Boulder, Colorado. 
These records were d i g i t i z e d and the v e r t i c a l and h o r i z o n t a l 
components were added v e c t o r i l y to give the magnitude of the t o t a l 
f i e l d . The d i f f e r ence between the computed t o t a l f i e l d and the value 
for the base l i n e was taken to be the d i u r n a l v a r i a t i o n in the t o t a l 
f i e l d a t F rede r i cksburg . Since the d i u r n a l d r i f t a t any one p lace on 
the ea r th has been shown to be d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d to the hour angle of the 
sun (Matshusi ta and Campbell, 1965, Chapter 3) a s h i f t of twenty-e ight 
minutes was made in the d r i f t curve so t h a t i t could be appl ied to the 
a rea of i n v e s t i g a t i o n . The v a r i a t i o n of the d i u r n a l d r i f t with r e s p e c t 
to l a t i t u d e i s n e g l i g i b l e for the d i f f e rence between F rede r i cksburg , 
V i r g i n i a and G r e e n v i l l e , Georgia (see Matshusi ta and Campbell, 1965, 
Figure 8, pages 321-323). 
The computed l a t i t u d e and l ong i tude , time (Eas tern Daylight 
Sav ings ) , raw magnetic value and cor rec ted t o t a l magnetic f i e l d for 
each s t a t i o n occupied a re given in Table 4 . 
Figure 20. Magnetogram for May 5 , 1973. (Courtesy Nat ional Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Admin i s t r a t i on . 
2 1 . Magnetogram for May 6, 1973. (Courtesy Nat ional Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Adminis t ra t ion . 
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Table 4 . Ground-Level Magnetics 
P r o f i l e A-A 1 , May 5 , 1973 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
33 3< 030 84 42.670 15.483 53594 53631 
33 3< 07a 8 4 42.673 15,495 53586 53622 
33 3. 126 84 42.676 15.507 53584 53620 
33 3< 174 8 4 42.680 15,518 53590 53625 
33 3< 222 84 42.683 15.530 5359R 53633 
33 3< 270 84 42.686 15.542 5358* 53623 
33 3< 318 84 42.689 15.553 53609 53643 
33 3< 366 8 4 42.693 15.565 53603 53637 
33 3< 414 8 4 42.696 15.577 5361B 53651 
33 3< <»6l 84 42.699 15.588 53625 53658 
33 3< 509 84 42.702 15.600 53632 53665 
33 3< 5 5 7 84 42.706 15.613 53630 53662 
33 3< 605 8 4 42.709 15.627 53636 53668 
33 3< 653 84 42.712 15.640 53640 53671 
33 3< 701 8 4 42.715 15.653 53586 53617 
33 3< 749 84 42.719 15.667 53616 53647 
33 3< 797 84 42.722 15.680 53617 53647 
33 3< .845 84 42.725 15.693 53571 53601 
33 3. ,801 84 42.706 15.707 53594 53624 
33 3< 757 84 42.686 15.720 53569 53599 
33 3« 713 84 42.667 15.733 53595 53626 
33 3. 6 6 9 84 42.647 15.747 53604 53635 
33 3« 625 8 4 42.628 15.761 53606 53637 
33 3< 603 84 42.618 15.768 53607 53639 
33 3< ,581 84 42.608 15.775 53802 53834 
33 3< .559 84 42.598 15.782 53604 53636 
33 3 .537 84 42.589 15.789 53612 53644 
33 3 .493 84 42.569 15.803 53613 53645 
33 3 . 4 4 9 84 42.550 15.817 53635 53668 
33 3 .405 84 42.530 15.833 5361? 53645 
33 3 .407 84 42.500 15.850 5361ft 53651 
33 3 .409 84 42.470 15.867 53617 53650 
33 3 .410 84 42.440 15.883 53617 53650 
33 3 .412 84 42.409 15.900 53615 53648 
33 3 .414 84 42.379 15.917 53624 53658 
33 3 .416 8 4 42.349 15.926 53605 53639 
33 3 .«U7 84 42.319 15.935 5360ft 53643 
33 3 .419 84 42.289 15.944 5360o 53635 
33 3 .421 84 42.259 15.953 53605 53640 
33 3< .423 84 42.229 15.962 53590 53626 
33 3< .424 84 42.198 15.971 5360ft 53644 
33 3< .426 84 42.168 15.979 5360o 53636 
33 3 .428 84 42.138 15.988 53593 53629 
33 3 .430 84 42.108 15,997 53615 53652 
33 3< «»3l 84 42.078 16,006 53607 53644 
33 3< «»33 84 42.046 16,015 53607 53644 
33 3< 435 84 42.018 16,024 53607 53644 
33 3< 437 84 41.987 16.033 53626 53663 
33 3 .439 84 41.957 16,053 53636 53674 
33 3 .440 84 41.927 16.072 5366n 53698 
33 3 ,441 84 41.912 16,082 53655 53693 
33 3 .443 84 41.882 16.101 53655 53694 
33 3 . 4 4 5 84 41.852 16.121 53644 53682 
33 3 . 4 4 6 84 41.837 16,131 53635 53673 
33 3 .447 84 41.806 16.150 53629 53667 
33 3 . 4 4 9 8 4 41.776 16,161 53639 53677 
33 3 ,451 84 41,746 16,172 536l<» 53&S8 
33 3 ,453 84 41.716 16,183 5369a 53733 
33 3 ,454 84 41,686 16.194 53617 53656 
33 3 ,456 84 41.656 16,206 53607 53646 
33 3 ,458 84 41.626 16.217 53603 536<*2 
33 3 ,46o 84 41.595 16,246 53616 53655 
33 3 ,461 84 41.565 16.275 53601 53640 
33 3 .463 84 41,535 16.304 53587 53626 
33 3.^65 84 41.505 16,333 53604 53643 
1234S67890123456789012345678901234567890 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
123456789012345678901234567890123J*567890 
3 3 3 . 4 7 7 8 4 41.493 16.345 53605 53644 
3 3 3.488 8 4 41.481 16.357 53605 53645 
3 3 3.500 84 41.468 16.368 53617 53657 
3 3 3.511 84 41.456 16.380 53593 53633 
33 3.523 84 41.444 16.392 5 3 5 3 3 53573 
3 3 3.534 8 4 41.432 16.403 53617 53657 
3 3 3.546 84 41.420 16.415 5362? 53662 
3 3 3.55a 8 4 41.408 16.427 53625 53665 
3 3 3.569 8 4 41.395 16.438 53627 53667 
3 3 3*581 8 4 41.383 16.450 53609 53649 
3 3 3.592 84 41.371 16.462 5362 2 53662 
3 3 3.604 8 4 41,359 16,473 537o? 53743 
3 3 3.610 8 4 41.353 16.479 5372i 53762 
3 3 3«615 8 4 41 . 347 16.485 53709 53750 
3 3 3.621 84 41.340 16.491 53705 537<*6 
3 3 3.627 8 4 41 , 3 3 4 16.497 5369g 53740 
3 3 3.638 84 41.322 16.508 53667 53703 
3 3 3.650 8 4 41.310 16.520 53581 53622 
3 3 3.657 8 4 41.310 16.526 53647 53687 
3 3 3.665 8 4 41.310 16.532 53629 53669 
3 3 3 . 6 8 0 8 4 41.309 16.543 53616 53656 
3 3 3.694 8 4 41.309 16.555 53601 53641 
3 3 3.709 8 4 41.308 16.567 53589 53629 
3 3 3.724 8 4 41.308 16.576 53583 53623 
3 3 3.739 8 4 41.307 16.586 53587 53627 
3 3 3.753 84 41.307 16 . 5 9 5 53579 53619 
3 3 3.76a 8 4 41.306 16.605 53584 53623 
3 3 3.783 84 41.306 16.614 53602 536«U 
3 3 3«79B 8 4 41.305 16.624 53593 53632 
3 3 3.812 84 41.305 16.633 53620 53659 
3 3 3.827 8 4 41.305 16.647 53656 53fi95 
3 3 3.835 8 4 41.304 16.653 5374i 53779 
3 3 3*842 8 4 41.304 16.660 5382i 53fi59 
3 3 3,849 8 4 41.304 16,667 53825 53fl63 
3 3 3.857 8 4 41,304 16,673 5384n 53fl78 
3 3 3 . 8 6 4 8 4 41.303 16.680 53786 53ft24 
3 3 3.872 8 4 41.303 16.687 53760 53798 
3 3 3.879 8 4 41.303 16.693 537in 53748 
3 3 3 . 8 8 6 8 4 41.303 16.700 53633 53671 
3 3 3.894 8 4 41.303 16.707 53679 53717 
3 3 3.901 8 4 41.302 16.714 53594 53632 
3 3 3*909 8 4 41.302 16,722 53644 53681 
3 3 3,91b 8 4 41,302 16,729 5364o 53677 
33 3,923 84 41,302 16,736 5357a 53611 
3 3 3.931 84 41.301 16.743 53495 53532 
3 3 3,93a 8 4 41,301 16,750 5358fl 53625 
3 3 3,945 8 4 41.301 16,758 53635 53ft72 
33 3,953 84 41,301 16.765 5368? 53719 
3 3 3,960 8 4 41,300 16,772 53604 53641 
3 3 3,968 8 4 41.300 16 . 779 53603 53640 
33 3.975 8 4 41.300 16,786 5362n 53656 
33 3.982 8 4 41.294 16.794 53581 53617 
3 3 3.988 8 4 41.289 16.801 53587 53623 
3 3 4.002 8 4 41.277 16.815 53593 53629 
3 3 4.015 8 4 41.266 16.830 53574 53ftl0 
3 3 4.029 8 4 41.255 16 , 844 53633 53668 
33 4.042 8 4 41.243 16 . 858 53625 53660 
3 3 4.055 8 4 41.232 16.873 53666 53701 
3 3 4 . O 6 9 8 4 41.220 16,887 53637 53672 
33 4.082 8 4 41.209 16.902 53601 53636 
3 3 4.096 8 4 41.198 16.916 5356a 53599 
3 3 4.109 8 4 41.186 16,930 53565 53601 
3 3 4.122 8 4 41.175 16,945 53567 53603 
33 4,136 84 41,164 16 , 959 53576 53612 
3 3 4.149 8 4 41.152 16.973 53343 53379 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
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Table 4 . (Continued) 
P r o f i l e A-A1 (Continued) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1234567890123*567890l23*5678q0123*567890 
33 * .163 84 41.141 16.988 53597 53633 
33 * .176 84 41.130 17.002 5359? 53628 
33 * .190 84 41.118 17.017 53595 53631 
33 * .203 84 41.107 17.029 53591 53627 
33 * .216 84 41.095 17.042 53593 53628 
33 4 .230 84 41.084 17.054 536lf, 536*5 
33 4 .243 84 41.073 17,067 53589 53624 
33 4 .257 84 41.061 17.367 53605 53639 
33 4 .263 84 41.056 17.372 5360? 53636 
33 4 ,27o 84 41.050 17.378 53604 53638 
33 4 .268 84 41.030 17.389 53593 53627 
33 4 .266 84 41.010 17.401 53585 53619 
33 4< .264 84 40.990 17.412 53506 535*0 
33 4 .262 84 40.970 17.424 53595 53629 
33 4 .260 84 40.950 17.435 5359« 53632 
33 4 .25a 84 40.930 17.446 53605 53639 
33 4 .256 8u 40.910 17.458 5359i» 53^28 
33 4 .254 84 40.890 17.469 53605 53639 
33 4 , 2 5 2 84 40.870 17.481 53605 53639 
33 4 >25o 84 40.850 17,492 53557 53591 
33 4 .255 84 40.832 17.504 53589 53623 
33 4< .260 84 40.814 17.515 5361? 536*6 
33 4« .265 84 40.796 17.526 5361a 53652 
33 4< ,270 84 40.779 17.538 53621 53655 
33 4 ,275 84 40.761 17.549 53616 53650 
33 4 .280 84 40.743 17.561 53613 536*7 
33 4 .285 84 40.725 17.572 53614 536*7 
33 4 .290 84 40.706 17.583 53609 536*2 
33 4 .295 84 40.687 17.596 536oa 536*1 
33 4 .301 84 40.668 17.608 53615 536*8 
33 4 .306 84 40.649 17.621 53622 53655 
33 4 .311 84 40.631 17.633 53626 53659 
33 4 .316 84 40.612 17.646 5362a 536&1 
33 4 .321 84 40.593 17.658 53624 53657 
33 4 .326 84 40.574 17.671 53629 53662 
33 4 .332 84 40.555 17.683 53624 53657 
33 4 .337 84 40.536 17.696 53654 53688 
33 4 .342 84 40.517 17.708 53651 53685 
33 4 ,347 84 40.498 17,721 53636 53670 
33 4 ,352 64 40.479 17.733 53667 53701 
33 4< 355 84 40.470 17,7*1 53695 53729 
33 4 ,357 84 40.460 17.749 5376a 53a02 
33 4« 35a 84 40.449 17.757 53631 53665 
33 4< 360 84 40.439 17.764 53644 53678 
33 4 ,363 84 40.418 17.780 53657 53691 
33 4 ,367 84 40.397 17.796 53689 53723 
33 4« 368 84 40.387 17.803 53734 53768 
33 4- 370 84 40.377 17.811 5373? 53766 
33 4. 37 2 84 40.366 17.619 5365n 5368* 
33 4. 373 84 40.356 17.827 53673 53707 
33 4. 375 84 40.346 17.834 53655 53689 
33 4. 377 84 40.335 17.842 53659 53693 
33 4. 37a 84 40.325 17.850 53666 53700 
33 4 ,382 84 40.304 17.864 53676 53710 
33 4. 385 84 40.283 17.677 53707 537*1 
33 4. 388 84 40.263 17,891 53719 53753 
33 4- 392 84 40.242 17.905 53749 53783 
33 4. 393 84 40.231 17.912 53784 53al8 
33 4. 395 84 40.221 17,919 5385? 53fi86 
33 4. 397 84 40.211 17,925 53849 53R83 
33 4. 398 84 40.200 17,932 5392? 53956 
33 4. 400 84 40.190 17,939 53965 53999 
33 4. 403 84 40.181 17.946 5*Ul 54145 
33 4. 407 84 40.171 17.953 5*59? 54626 
33 4. 41o 84 40.162 17.960 5*24* 54?80 
1234567890123*567890l2345678qU123*567890 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1234567890l23*567890l2345678q0l23*567890 
33 4 .413 84 40.153 17,967 5*09fi 54130 
33 4 ,416 84 40.144 17,976 53*8 8 53522 
33 4 ,420 84 40.134 17,985 5*541 54575 
33 4 .423 84 40.125 17,994 53550 53584 
33 4 ,426 84 40.116 18,003 53564 53598 
33 4 ,429 84 40.107 18,012 53587 53621 
33 4, ,433 84 40.097 18.021 53599 53633 
33 4 .436 84 40.088 18,030 53623 53657 
33 4< ,439 84 40.079 18,039 53602 53636 
33 4 ,443 84 40.069 18,048 53637 53671 
33 4 ,**6 84 40.060 18,058 53726 53760 
33 4 ,449 84 40.051 18,067 53979 54Q13 
33 4- *52 84 40.042 18,072 53453 53487 
33 4« * 5 6 84 40.032 18.077 53483 53517 
33 4< ,459 84 40.023 18,083 53505 53539 
33 4< ,462 84 40.014 18.088 53511 535*5 
33 4« 465 84 40.005 18,093 53513 535*7 
33 4< 469 84 39.995 18.099 53517 53551 
33 4< 472 84 39.986 18,104 53515 535*9 
33 4. 479 84 39.967 18.115 53524 53558 
33 4< 485 84 39,949 18.126 53536 53570 
33 4. 492 84 39.930 18.136 53540 5357* 
33 4. ,498 84 39,912 18.147 53554 53588 
33 4< 505 84 39.893 18.158 53561 53595 
33 4- 511 84 39,875 18.168 53554 53588 
33 4. 518 84 39.856 18.179 5355a 53592 
33 4. 524 84 39,838 18.190 5355a 53592 
33 4. 53l 84 39.819 18.201 53600 5363* 
33 4i r534 84 39,610 18^206 535€ri 53595 
33 4. ,541 84 39.791 18.217 53596 53629 
33 4 ,547 84 39,773 18.227 53587 53620 
33 4< 554 84 39.754 18.238 53581 5361* 
33 4. ,560 84 39,736 18.249 53593 53626 
33 4. ,567 84 39.717 18.260 53583 53615 
33 4. ,573 84 39,699 18.270 53584 53616 
33 4- 580 84 39.680 18.281 53543 53575 
33 4 ,592 84 39,665 18.292 53560 53592 
33 4. 605 84 39,649 18.302 53574 53605 
33 4 ,617 84 39,634 18.313 5358? 53613 
33 4 ,629 84 39.619 18.324 53595 53626 
33 4 ,642 84 39,604 16.335 53587 53618 
33 4 ,654 84 39,588 18.345 5359? 53623 
33 4 ,667 84 39,573 16.356 53586 53617 
33 4 ,67g 84 39,558 18.367 53584 53615 
33 4 ,691 84 39,543 18.377 53590 53621 
33 4 .704 84 39,527 18.388 53584 53615 
33 4 ,716 84 39,512 18.399 53581 53612 
33 4 ,728 84 39,497 18.410 5358a 53619 
33 4 .741 84 39,482 18.420 53591 53622 
33 4 ,753 84 39,466 18.431 53587 53618 
33 4 .766 84 39,451 18.442 53583 53614 
33 4 .77fl 84 39,436 18.452 53589 53620 
33 4 ,790 84 39,421 18.463 53595 53626 
33 4 .803 84 39,405 18.474 53587 53618 
33 4 .615 84 39,390 18.485 53580 536H 
33 4 .821 84 39,372 18.495 5361? 536*3 
33 4 .827 84 39,354 18*506 53589 53620 
33 4 .833 84 39,336 18.517 53573 53604 
33 4 ,839 84 39,318 18.537 53581 53612 
33 4 .845 84 39,300 18.557 53577 53608 
33 4 ,85l 84 39,282 18.578 53575 53607 
33 4< 857 84 39,264 18.598 53581 53*13 
33 4. 863 84 39,246 18.619 5358? 5361* 
33 4. 869 84 39,228 18.639 53584 53616 
33 4.875 84 39.210 18.659 5354a 53580 
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P r o f i l e A-A' (Coneluded) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1234567890123*567890l2345678q0123*567890 
33 4 .875 84 39.190 18.680 5354Q 53581 
33 4 ,875 84 39.170 18.700 53564 53596 
33 4 ,875 84 39.150 18.713 536H 536*4 
33 4 ,875 84 39.130 18.725 536ln 536*7 
33 4 ,875 84 39.110 18.738 53583 53616 
33 4 ,875 8 4 39.090 18.750 5 3 5 8 8 53*21 
33 4 ,875 84 39.070 18.763 53584 53*17 
33 4 ,875 84 39.050 18.776 5359u 53627 
33 4 ,875 84 39.030 18.788 53571 53603 
33 4 875 8 4 39.010 18.801 53565 53597 
33 4 875 84 38.990 18.813 53557 53589 
33 4 ,875 84 38.980 18.820 5361p 536** 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.970 18.826 53701 53732 
33 4 ,875 84 38.960 18.832 53587 53618 
33 4 875 8 4 38.940 18.845 53637 53668 
33 4. 875 8 4 38.930 18.851 53602 53633 
33 4 . 0 7 5 64 3 8 . 9 2 0 18.857 5 3 8 2 ? 5 3 8 5 3 
33 4 ,875 84 38.910 18.864 53697 53728 
33 4 ,875 84 38.890 18.876 53610 536*0 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.870 18.889 5371ft 537*6 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.850 18.901 53559 53589 
33 4 ,875 84 38.830 18.914 53847 53877 
33 4 875 8 4 38.820 18.920 53770 53800 
33 4 ,875 84 38.610 18.927 5385? 53882 
33 4 .875 84 38.800 18.933 53760 53790 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.780 18.946 53698 53728 
33 4 ,875 84 38.760 18.958 53920 53950 
33 4 875 84 38.740 18.971 53680 53710 
33 4. 875 84 38.720 18.963 53576 53605 
33 4 875 84 38.700 18.994 5354fl 53577 
33 4 .875 8 4 38.680 19.006 53572 53&01 
33 4 .875 8 4 38.660 19.017 536lo 53639 
33 4 ,875 84 38.640 19.028 5364o 53669 
33 4 ,875 84 38.620 19.039 53624 53653 
33 4 .875 84 38.600 19.050 53617 536*6 
33 4 .875 84 38.580 19.061 53616 536*5 
33 4 ,875 84 38.560 19.072 53635 53664 
33 4 875 84 38.540 19.083 5366a 53697 
33 4 875 84 38.520 19.094 53654 53683 
33 4 ,875 84 38.500 19.106 53594 53623 
33 4 ,875 84 38.480 19.117 53670 53699 
33 4 ,875 84 38.460 19.131 5364o 53669 
33 4. 875 84 38.440 19.144 53628 53657 
33 4 . 875 84 38.420 19.158 53628 53657 
33 4 . 875 84 38.400 19.172 53623 53652 
33 4 . 875 84 38.380 19.186 53645 53674 
33 4 875 84 38.360 19.200 53677 53706 
33 4 . 875 84 38.340 19.212 53643 53672 
33 4. 875 84 38.320 19.224 5360b 53637 
33 4 875 84 36.300 19.236 5 3 5 9 9 53628 
33 4 ,875 8 4 36.280 19.248 5359b 53627 
33 4 ,875 84 38.260 19.260 53605 53634 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.240 19.271 53605 53634 
33 4 ,875 8 4 38.220 19.283 5359? 53621 
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P r o f i l e B-B' , May 5, 1973 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 g 0 1 2 y»567890 
33 2. 180 84 41.580 9.083 533H 53359 
33 2« 194 84 41.567 9.139 5359(1 53638 
33 2« 209 84 41.554 9.194 53723 53771 
33 2« 223 84 41.541 9.250 53614 53661 
33 2« 238 84 41.528 9.267 53614 53661 
33 2« 252 84 41.515 9.283 53565 53612 
33 2. 267 84 41.502 9.300 5356? 53609 
33 2. 281 84 41.489 9.317 53573 53620 
33 2< 296 84 41.476 9.333 535an 53626 
33 2< 310 84 41.463 9.378 53575 53621 
33 2< 325 84 41.450 9.422 53578 53624 
33 2. 339 84 41.437 9.467 53586 53631 
33 2< 354 84 41.424 9.478 53584 53629 
33 2< 368 84 41.411 9.489 53601 536**6 
33 2. 383 84 41.398 9.500 53579 53624 
33 2< 397 84 41.385 9.513 5357a 53623 
33 2< 412 84 41.372 9.527 53576 53620 
33 2« 426 64 41.359 9.540 5 3 5 9 5 53639 
33 2. 441 84 41.346 9.553 53639 53683 
33 2< 448 84 41.340 9.560 53581 53625 
33 2. 455 64 41.333 9.567 53561 53605 
33 2< 47o 64 41.320 9.584 53599 53642 
33 2 ,481 84 41.302 9.602 53561 53604 
33 2 ,491 64 41.284 9.620 53574 53617 
33 2 ,502 64 41.266 9.637 53580 53623 
33 2 ,513 64 41.248 9.655 5354a 53590 
33 2 ,523 64 41.230 9.673 53626 53668 
33 2 ,529 64 41.221 9.681 53616 53658 
33 2 ,534 84 41.212 9.690 53642 53684 
33 2 ,539 84 41.203 9.699 53744 53786 
33 2 ,545 64 41.194 9.708 53656 53698 
33 2 .550 84 41.185 9.717 53626 53668 
33 2 ,544 84 41.165 9.727 5362? 53664 
33 2 .538 84 41.146 9.737 536H 53653 
33 9 ,532 84 41.126 9.747 53614 53656 
33 2 ,519 64 41.087 9.767 53617 53659 
33 2 ,507 84 41.048 9.783 53610 53661 
33 2 .495 64 41.009 9.800 53845 53a87 
33 2 .489 84 40.990 9.808 5362A 53670 
33 ro
 
.483 84 40.970 9.817 53609 53651 
33 2 ,47o 84 40.931 9.833 53591 53633 
33 2 .458 84 40.892 9.850 53673 53715 
33 2 .446 84 40.853 9.867 53593 53635 
33 2 .433 84 40.814 9.883 53581 53623 
33 2 .421 84 40.775 9.900 5350? 535**4 
33 2 .415 84 40.755 9.908 5358a 53630 
33 2 .409 84 40.736 9.917 53586 53628 
33 2 .403 84 40.716 9.925 5356n 53601 
33 2 .397 84 40.697 9.933 53551 53592 
33 2 .391 84 40.677 9.940 53550 53592 
33 2 ,37 8 84 40.638 9.952 53557 53599 
33 2 .366 84 40.599 9.965 53556 53598 
33 2 .354 84 40.560 9.978 5356n 53602 
33 2 .342 84 40.521 9.990 53553 53595 
33 2 .329 84 40.482 10.003 5355? 53594 
33 2 .317 64 40.443 10.016 53553 535"55 
33 2 .305 84 40.404 10.029 53565 53607 
33 P .292 84 40.365 10.041 53576 53618 
33 2 .280 84 40.326 10.054 53564 53606 
33 2 .268 84 40.287 10.067 5356n 53602 
33 2 .256 84 40.248 10.079 53561 53603 
33 2 .243 84 40.209 10.091 53561 53604 
33 2 .231 84 40.170 10.103 53557 53600 
33 2 .225 84 40.150 10.109 53556 53599 
33 2 .276 84 40.177 10.121 5354a 53590 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
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33 2 .327 84 40.204 10.133 5357n 53612 
33 2 ,37a 84 40.231 10.300 53546 53587 
33 2 .429 84 40.259 10.317 53565 53605 
33 * r480 84 44.286 l&e337 53S&3 53593 33 2 .531 84 40.313 10.357 5354a 53587 
33 ? .582 84 40.340 10.377 53551 53590 
33 2 .607 84 40.354 10.387 53526 53564 
33 2 .633 64 40.367 10.397 53275 53313 
33 2 .65a 84 40.381 10.407 53524 53562 
33 2 .684 84 40.394 10.417 53542 53580 
33 2 .709 84 40.408 10.428 5354? 53579 
33 2 .735 84 40.421 10.440 53534 53571 
33 2 
.760 84 40.435 10.452 53529 53566 
33 2 .762 84 40.425 10.464 5353? 53569 
33 2 .765 84 40.405 10.487 5353n 53567 
33 2 
.768 84 40.385 10.511 53541 53578 
33 2 .772 84 40.365 10.534 53573 53610 
33 2 .773 64 40.355 10.546 53572 53608 
33 2 .777 84 40.335 10,570 53593 53629 
33 2 .780 84 40.315 10.593 53675 53711 
33 2 .785 84 40.305 10.605 53787 53fl23 
33 2 .791 84 40.296 10.617 53893 53929 
33 2 .796 84 40.286 10.625 53879 53915 
33 2 .602 84 40.277 10.633 53694 53730 
33 2 .807 64 40.267 10.642 53695 53731 
33 ro
 
.813 84 40.258 10.650 53713 537*»9 
33 2 .618 84 40.248 10.658 5353fl 53573 
33 2 .824 84 40.239 10.667 5360fl 53643 
33 2 .829 84 40.229 10.675 5366? 53697 
33 2 .835 84 40.220 10.683 53763 53798 
33 2 .840 84 40.210 10.692 5388R 53923 
33 2 .846 84 40.245 10.700 54061 54096 
33 2 .851 84 40.280 10.709 53971 54006 
33 2 
.857 84 40.314 10.719 53941 53976 
33 2 .863 84 40.349 10.728 5369fi 53731 
33 2 .868 84 40.384 10.737 53677 53711 
33 2 ,674 84 40.419 10.746 5371a 53752 
33 2 ,880 64 40.453 10.756 53666 53700 
33 2 ,885 84 40.488 10.765 53770 53fi04 
33 2< 891 64 40.523 10.774 5370A 537*»2 
33 2. 897 84 40.558 10.783 537H 53745 
33 ?< 902 84 40.593 10.791 53621 53655 
33 2. 908 84 40.627 10.798 5358a 53622 
33 2. 913 84 40.662 10.806 53570 53603 
33 2. 919 84 40.697 10.814 53742 53775 
33 2< 925 84 40.732 10.821 53659 53692 
33 2. 93o 84 40.767 10.829 53616 53649 
33 2< 936 84 40.801 10.836 536on 53633 
33 2« 942 84 40.836 10.844 53746 53779 
33 2< 947 84 40.871 10.652 53667 53700 
33 2< 953 84 40.906 10.859 5362(1 53653 
33 2« 959 84 40.940 10.867 53635 53667 
33 2< 964 84 40.975 10.874 53544 53576 
33 2. 97 0 84 41.010 10.882 53457 53489 
33 2« 975 84 40.979 10.889 53499 53531 
33 2« 980 84 40.947 10.897 53539 53571 
33 2« 985 84 40.916 10.905 53555 53587 
33 2. 990 84 40.884 10.912 53554 53586 
33 3« 001 84 40.821 10.927 53561 53593 
33 3« 0 U 84 40.758 10.942 53567 53598 
33 3« 021 84 40.696 10.958 53554 53585 
33 3« 031 84 40.633 10.973 5355a 53589 
33 3« 036 84 40.601 10.980 53552 53583 
33 3« 042 84 40.570 10.988 53664 53695 
33 3« 047 84 40.538 10.995 53607 53638 
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Table 4 . (Continued) 
P r o f i l e B-B' (Concluded) 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAM REDUCEO 
1234567890123a567890l23U5678g012V.567890 
33 3< 052 84 40.507 11.003 5359n 53621 
33 3-057 84 40.475 11.011 53574 53604 
33 3« 062 84 40.444 11.018 53567 53597 
33 3« 067 84 40.413 11.026 53574 53604 
33 3« 072 84 40.381 11.033 53574 53604 
33 3« 077 84 40.350 11.067 5357ft 53608 
33 3. 082 84 40.318 11.100 53585 53614 
33 3« 088 84 40.287 11.133 53593 53622 
33 3« 093 84 40.255 11.167 53603 53632 
33 3« 098 84 40.224 11.200 53609 53638 
33 3« 103 84 40.192 11.209 53613 536'U 
33 3« 108 84 40.161 11.219 53617 536*»5 
33 3« 113 84 40.130 11.228 53650 53678 
33 3« 118 84 40.098 11.237 5367ft 53706 
33 3« 123 84 40.067 11.246 53724 53752 
33 3« 128 84 40.035 11.256 53751 53779 
33 3. 134 84 40.004 11.265 5381? 53fl40 
33 3« 139 84 39.972 11.274 53944 53972 
33 3« 144 8a 39.941 11.283 5 4 4 4 0 54467 
33 3« 149 84 39.909 11.294 5439? 54419 
33 3« 15a 84 39.878 11.305 54096 54123 
33 3« 159 84 39.847 11.315 5350? 53529 
33 3« 164 84 39.815 11.326 53526 53553 
33 3« 169 84 39.784 11.337 53596 53623 
33 3< 17a 84 39.752 11.348 53683 53710 
33 3< 18o 84 39.721 11.358 54017 54044 
33 3< 185 84 39.689 11.369 53415 53441 
33 -3-< rl90 84 39.658 11.380 5346a 53492 
33 3 .195 84 39.626 11.390 53520 535'*6 
33 3 .200 84 39.595 11.401 53630 53656 
33 3< 203 84 39.587 11.412 53460 53486 
33 3 .207 84 39.578 11.423 53495 53521 
33 3 .210 84 39.570 11.433 53513 53539 
33 3 ,214 84 39.561 11.445 53526 53552 
33 3 .217 84 39.553 11.456 53529 53555 
33 3 .221 84 39.544 11.467 53530 53556 
33 3 .227 84 39.528 11.490 53534 53560 
33 3 .231 84 39.519 11.502 53533 53558 
33 3 .234 84 39.511 11.513 5367? 53697 
33 3 .238 84 39.502 11.524 53539 53564 
33 3 .241 84 39,494 11.536 53550 53575 
33 3 .24e 64 39.477 11.559 53550 53575 
33 3 .255 84 39.460 11.561 5 3 5 5 3 53578 
33 3 .259 84 39.440 11.604 53544 53569 
33 3 .264 84 39.420 11.627 53544 53569 
33 3 .269 84 39.400 11.650 53524 53549 
33 3 .273 84 39.380 11.672 5356? 5 3 5 8 6 
33 3 .27* 84 39.360 11.695 5 3559 53583 
33 3 .280 84 39.350 11.707 53559 53583 
33 3 .282 84 39.340 11.718 53436 53460 
33 3 .284 84 39.330 11.729 53543 53567 
33 3 .287 84 39.320 11.741 5355ft 53582 
33 3 .289 84 39.310 11.752 5355ft 53582 
33 3 .291 84 39.300 11.763 53554 53578 
33 3< 296 84 39.280 11.786 53563 53587 
33 3 .29fi 84 39.270 11.798 53560 53584 
33 3 .300 84 39.260 11.809 53426 53a50 
33 3 .301 84 39.249 11.820 53557 53580 
33 3 .303 84 39.228 11.843 53593 53616 
33 3< 304 84 39,217 11.854 53600 53623 
33 3 .305 8 4 39.206 11.866 53561 53*84 
33 3 .306 84 39.195 11.877 53559 53582 
33 3 .308 84 39.174 11.900 53585 53608 
33 3 .311 84 39.152 11.918 53569 53592 
33 3 .312 84 39.141 11.927 53576 53599 
12345678901234567890l2345678g0123(»567890 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAM REDUCED 
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33 3 .313 84 39.131 11.936 53594 53617 
33 3 .315 8 4 39.109 11.953 53609 53632 
33 3 .316 8 4 39.098 11.962 53574 53597 
33 3 .317 8 4 39.087 11.971 53587 53610 
33 3 .318 8 4 39.077 11.980 53630 53653 
33 3 .319 8 4 39.066 11.989 5356ft 53591 
33 3 .320 84 39.055 11.998 53563 5 3 5 8 6 
33 3 .322 84 39,044 12.007 53613 53636 
33 3 .324 8 4 39.034 12.016 53634 53656 
33 3 .326 84 39.023 12.024 53667 53689 
33 3 .327 84 39.012 12,033 53655 53677 
33 3 .329 8 4 39.002 12.048 53632 53654 
33 3 .331 84 38.991 12.062 53629 53651 
33 3 .333 84 38.980 12.076 53633 53655 
33 3 .335 84 38.970 12.090 5361? 53634 
33 3 .337 84 38.959 12.105 53605 53627 
33 3 .338 8 4 38.948 12.119 5 3 6 0 2 53624 
33 3 >34o 84 38.938 12.133 53601 53623 
33 3 .342 8 4 38.927 12.142 53604 53626 
33 3 .344 8 4 38.916 12.150 5361? 53634 
33 3 .346 8 4 38.906 12.158 53597 53619 
33 3 .348 8 4 38.895 12.167 5358ft 53610 
33 3 .349 8 4 38.884 12.175 53571 53593 
33 3< 35l 8 4 38.874 12.183 53573 53595 
33 3< 353 84 38.863 12.192 53573 53594 
33 3< 355 8 4 38.853 12.200 53574 53595 
33 3< 359 8 4 38.831 12.217 53573 53594 
33 3< 362 84 38.810 12.231 53583 53604 
33 3 .366 8 4 38.789 12.245 53610 53630 
33 3< 37o 8 4 38,767 12.260 53584 53604 
33 3< 373 84 38.746 12.274 53607 53627 
33 3< 377 8 4 38.725 12.288 5361? 53632 
33 3 .381 84 38.703 12.302 53639 53659 
33 3 .384 8 4 38.682 12.317 53554 53574 
33 3 .388 8 4 38.661 12.350 53554 53574 
33 3< 39o 84 38.650 12.367 53557 53577 
33 3< 39 2 84 38,629 12.389 53043 53063 
33 3 .393 84 38.608 12.411 53577 53597 
33 3. 395 8 4 38.586 12.433 53583 53603 
33 3< 396 8 4 38.565 12.456 5359ft 53618 
33 3< 39fl 8 4 38.544 12.478 53619 53639 
33 3< 399 84 38.523 12.500 53596 53616 
33 3< 401 8 4 38.501 12.513 53594 53614 
33 3< 402 84 38.480 12.527 5360ft 53628 
33 3« 404 8 4 38.459 12.540 53557 53577 
33 3« 406 8 4 38.437 12.553 53571 53591 
33 3< 407 8 4 38.416 12.567 53584 53604 
33 3< 409 8 4 38.395 12.580 53599 53619 
33 3< 410 8 4 38.374 12.593 53594 53614 
33 3< 411 84 38.363 12.600 53587 53607 
33 3. 412 84 38.352 12.607 53596 53616 
33 3< 413 84 38.342 12.613 53594 53614 
33 3< 413 84 38.331 12.620 5358ft 53608 
33 3< 414 8 4 38.321 12.627 53589 53609 
33 3« 415 84 38.310 12.633 53581 53601 
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P r o f i l e C - C . May 6, 1973 
L A T I T U D E L O N G I T U D E T I M E R A W R E D U C E D L A T I T U O E L O N G I T U D E T I M E R A W R E D U C E O 
1234567890123456789012345678Q01234567890 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
33 1, 945 8 4 40.277 12,050 5359.3 53624 33 1.98a 84 39.533 13,139 53699 53733 
33 1, 944 84 40.259 12,060 53595 53626 33 1.979 84 39.520 13,150 53809 53a*»3 
33 1, 942 84 40.242 12,070 5356t 53592 33 1.974 84 39.514 13,156 53689 53723 
33 I, 941 84 40.224 12,080 5354fl 53578 33 1.964 84 39.501 13,167 53680 53715 
33 1, 940 84 40.206 12,090 53561 53591 33 1.954 84 39.489 13,180 53605 53640 
33 1, 939 84 40.188 12,100 53709 53739 33 1.950 84 39.483 13,187 53577 53612 
33 1, 938 84 40.179 12,109 53535 53565 33 1.940 84 39.470 13,200 53627 53662 
33 1, 937 84 40.171 12,118 53594 53624 33 1.94o 84 39.452 13,213 53650 53685 
33 1, 936 84 40.153 12,136 53701 53731 33 1.939 84 39.433 13,227 53585 53620 
33 1 < 935 84 40.135 12,154 53620 53650 33 1.939 84 39.424 13.233 53654 53689 
33 1, 949 84 40.125 12.172 53609 53638 33 1.939 84 39.415 13,242 53677 53712 
33 11 963 84 40.116 12,190 53705 53734 33 1.939 84 39.406 13,250 53743 53778 
33 1, 977 84 40.106 12.208 53595 53624 33 *c939 84 39,397 13,258 5364a 53683 
33 I, 991 84 40.096 12,226 53659 53688 33 1.939 84 39.388 13.267 53671 53706 
33 2« 005 84 40.087 12.244 53655 53683 33 1.939 84 39.378 13.275 53693 53729 
33 2« 019 84 40.077 12,262 5 3 6 6 Q 53697 33 1.93a 84 39.369 13,283 537lo 53746 
33 ? « 032 84 40.068 12.281 53655 53683 33 1.938 84 39.360 13,292 53668 53704 
33 2« 046 84 40.058 12.299 53661 53689 33 1.938 84 39.351 13,300 53694 53730 
33 2. 060 84 40.048 12,317 53661 53689 33 1.938 84 39.342 13,308 53785 53fl2l 
33 2. 074 84 40,039 12,327 53657 53685 33 1.93a 84 39.332 13,317 53871 53907 
33 2< 088 84 40.029 12,337 5362? 53650 33 1.93a 84 39.323 13,325 53991 54p27 
33 2« 102 84 40.019 12.347 5363? 53&60 33 1.938 84 39.314 13,333 53704 53740 
33 2< 116 84 40.010 12.357 5357? 53600 33 1.938 84 39.305 13,342 53744 53780 
33 2< 130 84 40.000 12.367 53535 53563 33 1.937 84 39.296 13,350 53641 53677 
33 2< ,132 84 39,990 12.377 53537 53565 33 1.937 84 39.287 13,358 53770 53a06 
33 2 ,134 84 39.980 12.387 53541 53569 33 1.937 84 39,278 13.367 53650 53686 
33 2 ,136 84 39.970 12.397 5354? 53570 33 1.937 84 39.268 13.375 53773 53*09 
33 2 ,13a 84 39.960 12.407 5 3 5 5 4 53582 33 1.937 84 39,259 13,383 53781 53817 
33 2 ,142 84 39.940 12.427 53573 53601 33 1.937 84 39,250 13,392 53785 53fl2l 
33 2 ,146 84 39.920 12.447 53554 53582 33 1.937 84 39,241 13,400 53795 53fl3l 
33 .151 84 39.900 12,467 53615 53644 33 1.93b 84 39,232 13,408 53844 53880 
33 2 ,155 84 39.880 12.667 53624 53653 33 1.936 84 39,223 13,417 53863 53900 
33 2< ,159 84 39.860 12.687 5355a 53587 33 1.936 84 39,213 13,427 53833 53fl70 
33 2. ,163 84 39.840 12,708 536 lu 53643 33 1.936 84 39,204 13,438 53931 53968 
33 2< 165 84 39,830 12.719 53631 53660 33 1.936 84 39,195 13,448 53947 53984 
33 2 ,161 84 39.822 12,729 53609 53638 33 1.936 84 39,186 13.459 54494 54531 
33 2 ,157 84 39,813 12.740 53588 53617 33 1.936 84 39,177 13.470 54314 54351 
33 2 ,153 84 39,805 12.750 53599 53629 33 1.935 84 39,168 13,480 54259 54?96 
33 
OJ ,144 84 39,789 12,768 5358? 53612 33 1.935 84 39,158 13,491 53926 53963 
33 2 ,136 84 39,772 12.787 53585 53615 33 1.935 84 39,149 13,502 53849 53ft86 
33 2 ,128 84 39,756 12,805 53580 53610 33 1.935 84 39,140 13,512 53525 53562 
33 2 .120 84 39,739 12,824 53563 53593 33 1.935 84 39,131 13,523 53609 53646 
33 2 .111 84 39,723 12,842 5 3 5 9 0 53620 33 1.935 84 39,122 13,533 53626 53663 
33 2 .103 84 39,706 12,860 53540 53570 33 1.935 84 39,113 13,544 53545 53583 
33 2 .095 84 39,690 12.879 5355? 53582 33 1.934 84 39,103 13.555 53585 53623 
33 2 .091 84 39,681 12 , 888 53545 53576 33 1.934 84 39,094 13.565 53635 53673 
33 2 .087 84 39,673 12,897 5 3 5 2 9 53560 33 1.934 84 39,085 13.576 53599 53637 
33 2 .082 84 39,665 12,906 53520 53551 33 1.934 84 39,076 13,586 53600 53638 
33 2 ,07a 84 39,657 12,916 5 3 5 3 3 53564 33 1.934 84 39,067 13,597 53685 53723 
33 2 .074 84 39,648 12,925 53605 53636 33 1.934 84 39,048 13,618 53729 53767 
33 2 .070 84 39,640 12,934 53741 53772 33 1.933 84 39,030 13.639 53783 53fi21 
33 2 .066 84 39,634 12,943 5 3 8 2 6 53a57 33 1.933 84 39,021 13,650 53831 53B70 
33 2 .060 84 39,627 12,952 53765 53796 33 1.933 84 39,012 13,659 53761 53a00 
33 2 .056 84 39,621 12,961 53667 53698 33 1.933 84 39,003 13,668 53770 53fl09 
33 2 .051 84 39,615 12.971 5 3 9 4 4 53975 33 1.933 84 38,984 13,686 5395ft 53997 
33 2 .046 84 39,609 12,980 5418a 54219 33 1.933 84 38,975 13,695 53773 53al2 
33 2 .041 84 39,602 12 , 989 5366a 53700 33 1.932 84 36,966 13,705 53806 53a45 
33 2 .036 84 39,596 12,998 53621 53653 33 1.932 84 38,957 13,714 5374a 53787 
33 2 .031 84 39,590 13.007 53727 53759 33 1.932 84 38,938 13,732 53855 53fl95 
33 2 .027 84 39,583 13.017 5 3 6 0 P 53641 33 1.932 84 38,920 13.750 5373? 53771 
33 2 .022 84 39,577 13.100 53643 53676 33 1.931 84 38,902 13,761 53716 53755 
33 2 .017 84 39,571 13.106 53613 53646 33 1.931 84 38,883 13.773 53707 53745 
33 2 .012 84 39,564 13.111 5 3 6 2 4 53657 33 1.931 84 38,865 13,784 53686 53724 
33 2 .007 84 39,558 13.117 5361a 53652 33 1.931 84 38,847 13,796 53647 53684 
33 1 .998 84 39,546 13.128 53626 53660 33 1.93Q 84 38,828 13,807 53760 53797 
1234567890123'*567890l234567890123(»567890 1234567890123'*567890l2345678901234567890 
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Table 4 . (Continued) 
P r o f i l e C-C (Concluded) 



































































UDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REnUCED 
67890123*567890123*567890123*567890 
930 84 38.810 13.819 53735 53772 
8 4 38.790 13.830 53723 53760 
84 38.770 13.8*2 53623 53661 
84 38.750 13.853 5371? 53750 
84 38.740 13.859 s367f) 53708 
84 38.720 13.871 53724 53762 
84 38.700 13.882 53729 53767 
84 38.680 13.894 5372? 53760 
84 38.660 13.905 53773 53B U 
84 38.650 13.911 53823 53fl6l 
84 38.640 13.917 53791 53fi29 
84 38.620 13.937 &366n 53698 
84 38.602 13.957 53826 53864 
84 38.593 13.967 53803 53fl42 
84 38.584 13.977 53754 53793 
8 4 38.575 13.987 53809 53fl49 
8 4 38.566 1 3 . 9 9 7 53793 53h33 
84 38.548 14.017 53735 53776 
84 38.530 14.027 53808 53p49 
84 38.512 14.038 5364B 53R89 
84 38.494 14.049 53857 53899 
84 38.476 14.060 5.3773 53fll5 
84 38,*58 14.071 53783 53B25 
84 38.440 14.081 53661 53703 
84 38.421 14.092 5370B 53751 
84 38.403 14.103 53609 53652 
84 38.384 14.114 53649 53692 
84 38.365 14.125 5366? 53705 
84 38.347 14.135 53730 53773 
84 38.328 14.146 53720 53764 
84 38.309 14.157 53801 



































































84 38.291 14.168 53735 53779 
8 4 38.272 14.178 5370? 537*6 
84 38.253 14.189 53623 53667 
84 38.235 14.200 5359n 53634 
84 38.216 14.210 53586 53631 
84 38.197 14.221 53596 536*2 
84 38.179 1*,231 53636 53682 
84 38.160 14.241 53653 53700 
84 38.141 14.251 53669 53716 
8 4 38.123 1**262 53646 53693 
84 38.113 14.267 53593 536*0 
84 38.095 14.277 53586 53633 
84 38.076 14,287 5357s 53625 
84 38.057 14.297 53578 53625 
84 38.039 14.308 53563 53610 
84 38.020 1*.318 53603 53650 
84 38.010 14.323 53593 536*0 
84 37.991 14,333 53669 53717 
84 37.972 14.3** 53663 53711 
84 37.953 1*.355 53683 53731 
8 4 37.93* 1*.365 5367g 53727 
8 * 37.915 1*.376 53653 53701 
84 37,886 1*.392 53616 5366* 
84 37.867 1*.403 53641 53689 
84 37.647 14.413 53663 53712 
84 37.828 14.424 53661 53710 
84 37,809 14,435 53670 53719 
84 37.790 14.445 53633 53682 
84 37.771 14.456 53633 53682 
84 37.751 14.467 53620 53*69 
84 37.732 14.477 53599 53648 
84 37.713 14.488 5363? 53681 
84 37.694 14.499 53679 53729 














,912 8 4 37.656 14.520 5363b 53688 
•912 8 4 37,636 14.531 537ln 53760 
,912 84 37,617 14.5*1 53676 53726 
,911 8 4 37,598 14.552 53779 53fl29 
,911 8 4 37.579 14.563 5366B 53718 
,911 84 37.560 1**573 53651 53701 
,911 84 37,540 14,584 53619 53669 
,911 8 4 37,521 14,595 53614 53663 
,911 8 4 37.512 14.600 53614 53663 
,910 8 4 37.493 14.608 53609 53658 
,910 8 4 37.473 14.617 536lfl 53667 
,910 8 4 37,454 14,625 53614 53663 




Table 4 . (Concluded) 
P r o f i l e A ' - B 1 , May 6, 1973 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
I234567890123 T A 567890L23< .5678<3 ,0123 U 567890 
33 4 , 8 7 5 84 3 8 . 7 4 0 1 0 . 0 3 3 5 3 9 9 9 5 4 0 1 4 
33 4 , 8 5 9 84 3 8 . 7 3 5 1 0 . 0 4 5 5 4 0 2 5 5 4 0 4 0 
33 4 . 8 4 3 84 3 8 . 7 3 1 1 0 . 0 5 6 K.4055 54O70 
33 4 . 8 2 7 84 3 8 . 7 2 6 1 0 . 0 6 8 5 4 0 2 6 5 4 0 4 1 
33 4 . 8 1 1 8 4 3 8 . 7 2 1 1 0 . 0 7 9 5395FT 5 3 9 7 3 
33 4 ,796 84 3 8 . 7 1 6 1 0 . 0 9 0 5 3 8 0 7 5 3 8 2 2 33 4 . 7 8 0 84 3 8 . 7 1 2 1 0 . 1 0 2 53841 53R56 
33 4 . 7 6 4 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 7 1 0 . 1 1 3 5 3 8 6 5 53FT80 
33 4 . 7 4 8 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 2 1 0 . 1 2 5 5 3 6 9 4 5 3 7 0 9 33 4 , 7 4 0 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 3 0 5 3 7 2 ? 5 3 7 3 7 
33 4 . 7 2 4 8 4 3 6 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 4 2 5 3 6 0 9 5 3 6 2 5 33 4 , 7 0 7 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 5 3 5 3 6 2 ? 5 3 6 3 8 
33 4 , 6 9 1 84 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 6 4 535ln 5 3 5 2 6 
33 4 , 6 7 5 84 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 7 6 5 3 6 7 9 5 3 6 9 5 
33 4 , 6 5 8 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 8 7 5 3 6 1 4 5 3 6 3 0 
33 4 , 6 4 2 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 1 9 9 5 3 6 2 5 5 3 6 4 1 
33 4 ,62B 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 2 1 0 5365FT 5 3 6 7 4 33 4. . 6 0 9 84 3 8 . 7 0 0 10 . 2 2 1 5 3 6 8 1 5 3 6 9 7 
33 4 , 5 9 3 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 2 3 3 53761 5 3 7 7 6 
33 4 ,585 84 3 8 . 7 0 0 1 0 . 2 3 9 53644 5 3 6 5 9 
33 4< 57o 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 5 1 0 2 5 0 5 3 5 9 3 5 3 6 0 8 33 4« 555 8 4 3 8 . 7 1 0 1 0 , 2 6 1 5 3 5 2 6 5 3 5 4 1 
33 4 . 5 3 9 8 4 3 8 . 7 1 4 1 0 , 2 7 2 5 3 6 3 0 536**5 
33 4 , 5 2 4 84 3 8 . 7 1 9 1 0 , 2 8 3 5 3 5 8 9 5 3 6 0 4 
33 4 , 5 0 9 8 4 3 8 . 7 2 4 1 0 , 2 9 4 5 3 5 8 9 5 3 6 0 4 
33 4 ,494 8 4 3 8 . 7 2 9 1 0 3 0 6 5 3 5 8 9 5 3 6 0 4 
33 4 . 4 7 9 84 3 8 . 7 3 4 1 0 . 3 1 7 5 3 5 9 ? 5 3 6 0 8 
33 4 , 4 6 4 8 4 3 8 . 7 3 9 1 0 , 3 2 8 5 3 5 9 5 5 3 6 1 1 
33 4 , 4 4 8 8 4 3 8 . 7 4 3 1 0 , 3 3 9 5 3 5 9 3 5 3 6 1 0 
33 4 , 4 3 3 84 3 8 . 7 4 8 1 0 3 5 0 5359O 5 3 6 0 7 33 4 , 4 1 B 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 3 1 0 , 3 6 4 5 3 5 9 7 5 3 6 1 4 
33 4 . 4 0 3 6 4 3 8 . 7 5 8 1 0 , 3 7 8 5 3 5 8 ? 5 3 5 9 9 
33 4 , 3 8 8 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 3 1 0 3 9 2 5 3 5 7 9 5 3 5 9 6 
33 4 . 3 7 3 84 3 8 . 7 6 8 1 0 , 4 0 6 5 3 5 5 9 5 3 5 7 6 
33 4 , 3 6 5 84 3 8 . 7 7 0 1 0 , 4 1 2 5 3 8 0 6 53FL23 33 4 , 3 5 7 84 3 8 . 7 6 9 1 0 , 4 1 9 5 3 5 9 9 5 3 6 1 6 
33 4 , 3 4 2 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 8 1 0 , 4 3 3 5 3 6 0 ? 5 3 6 1 9 
33 4 , 3 2 7 84 3 8 . 7 6 6 1 0 , 4 6 7 5 3 6 1 3 5 3 6 3 0 
33 4 , 3 1 2 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 5 10 . 500 5 3 5 8 5 5 3 6 0 2 
33 4 , 2 9 6 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 3 1 0 5 3 3 5 3 5 9 ? 5 3 6 0 9 
33 4 , 2 6 1 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 2 1 0 , 5 6 7 5 3 5 8 ? 5 3 6 0 0 
33 4. 2 6 6 8 4 3 8 . 7 6 0 10 , 600 5 3 5 8 5 5 3 6 0 3 
33 4 , 2 5 1 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 9 1 0 . 6 3 3 5 3 5 8 8 5 3 6 0 6 
33 4 . 2 3 5 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 7 1 0 . 6 6 7 5358N 5 3 5 9 6 
33 4 . 2 2 0 84 3 8 . 7 5 6 1 0 700 5 3 5 7 7 5 3 5 9 3 
33 4 , 2 0 5 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 4 10 . 7 1 2 5 3 5 9 1 5 3 6 0 7 
33 4 , 1 9 0 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 2 1 0 7 2 4 53580 5 3 5 9 6 
-33 4 . , 1 7 4 8 4 3 8 . 7 5 1 1 0 . R736 5 3 5 8 ? 5 3 5 9 8 33 4 , 1 5 9 8 4 3 8 . 7 4 9 1 0 . 7 4 8 5 3 5 8 1 5 3 5 9 7 
33 4 . 144 84 3 8 . 7 4 8 1 0 . 7 6 1 53571 53588 
33 4 . 1 2 9 84 3 8 . 7 4 6 1 0 . 7 7 3 5357FT 53595 33 4 . 1 1 3 84 3 8 . 7 4 5 1 0 7 8 5 53580 5 3 5 9 7 
33 4 . 0 9 8 84 3 8 . 7 4 3 1 0 . 7 9 7 53581 5 3 5 9 8 
33 4 . 0 8 3 84 3 8 . 7 4 2 1 0 , 8 0 9 5 3 5 7 7 5 3 5 9 4 
33 4< 0 6 8 8 4 3 8 . 7 4 0 1 0 . 8 2 1 5 3 5 8 4 5 3 6 0 1 
33 4 . 0 5 2 8 4 3 8 . 7 3 9 1 0 8 3 3 5 3 5 7 7 5 3 5 9 4 
33 4 . 0 3 7 8 4 3 8 . 7 3 7 1 0 . 8 5 2 5 3 5 7 ? 5 3 5 8 9 33 4. 0 2 2 84 3 8 . 7 3 6 1 0 8 7 0 5 3 5 7 3 5 3 5 9 0 
33 4 , 0 0 7 84 3 8 . 7 3 4 1 0 . 8 8 9 5 3 5 7 0 5 3 5 8 8 3 3 3 . 9 9 1 84 3 8 . 7 3 3 10 . 9 0 7 53569 5 3 5 8 7 
3 3 3< 9 7 6 8 4 3 8 . 7 3 1 1 0 9 2 6 5 3 5 7 0 5 3 5 8 7 
33 3< 9 6 1 84 3 8 . 7 3 0 1 0 . 944 5356FT 5 3 5 8 5 
33 3« 9 4 6 8 4 3 8 . 7 2 8 1 0 . 9 6 3 5 3 5 6 ? 5 3 5 7 9 33 3< 9 3 0 8 4 3 8 . 7 2 7 10 , 9 8 1 5 3 5 6 4 5 3 5 8 2 
33 3« 9 1 5 84 3 8 . 7 2 5 1 1 . 000 5 3 5 6 6 5 3 5 8 4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 « * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE TIME RAW REDUCED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 L * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
3 3 3 . 9 1 4 84 3 8 . 7 1 3 1 1 . 0 1 9 5357O 5 3 5 8 7 
33 3« 9 1 3 8 4 3 8 . 7 0 1 1 1 . 0 3 7 5 3 5 6 9 53586 3 3 3« 9 1 2 84 3 8 . 6 8 8 1 1 . 0 5 6 5 3 5 7 2 5 3 5 8 9 
33 3« 9 1 1 8 4 3 8 . 6 7 6 1 1 . 0 7 5 5 3 5 7 5 5 3 5 9 2 3 3 3 . 9 1 0 84 3 8 . 6 6 4 1 1 . 0 9 4 5 3 5 7 5 5 3 5 9 2 
3 3 3< 9 0 9 84 3 8 . 6 5 2 1 1 . 1 1 2 5 3 5 7 7 5 3 5 9 4 
33 3« 9 0 8 84 3 8 . 6 4 0 1 1 . 1 3 1 5 3 5 8 4 5 3 6 0 1 
33 3« 907 8 4 3 8 . 6 2 7 1 1 . 1 5 0 5 3 5 9 9 5 3 6 1 5 3 3 3« 9 0 6 84 3 8 . 6 1 5 1 1 . 1 4 2 5 3 6 0 ? 5 3 6 1 9 
33 3< 9 0 5 8 4 3 8 . 6 0 3 1 1 . 1 3 3 5 3 5 9 6 5 3 6 1 3 33 3< 904 84 3 8 . 5 9 1 1 1 . 1 2 5 5 3 5 9 9 5 3 6 1 6 
33 3< 9 0 3 84 3 8 . 5 7 9 1 1 . 1 1 7 5 3 5 9 5 5 3 6 1 2 
33 3< 9 0 2 84 3 8 . 5 6 6 1 1 . 1 0 8 5 3 5 8 6 5 3 6 0 4 
33 3 , 9 0 1 84 3 8 . 5 5 4 1 1 . 1 0 0 5 3 5 8 4 5 3 6 0 2 
33 3 ,900 84 3 8 . 5 4 2 1 1 . 0 9 2 5357FT 5 3 5 9 6 3 3 3< 900 84 3 8 . 5 3 6 1 1 . 0 8 7 53630 5 3 6 4 8 
3 3 3 89G 84 3 8 . 5 3 0 1 1 . 0 8 3 5 3 5 8 6 5 3 6 0 5 
33 3< 89B 84 3 8 . 5 1 8 1 1 . 0 7 5 5 3 5 8 4 5 3 6 0 3 
33 3< 897 84 3 8 . 5 0 5 1 1 . 0 6 7 5 3 5 8 7 5 3 6 0 6 3 3 3< 8 9 6 84 3 8 . 4 9 3 1 1 . 0 8 8 5 3 5 8 9 5 3 6 0 7 
3 3 3 ,895 84 3 8 . 4 8 1 1 1 . 1 1 0 5 3 5 9 0 5 3 6 0 8 
33 3< 6 9 4 84 3 8 . 4 6 9 1 1 . 1 3 2 5 3 6 0 0 5 3 6 1 7 
33 3< 893 8 4 3 8 . 4 5 7 1 1 . 1 5 3 5358FT 5 3 6 0 4 
3 3 3 
.892 8 4 3 8 . 4 4 4 1 1 . 1 7 5 5358FT 5 3 6 0 4 3 3 3 ,89L 8 4 3 8 . 4 3 2 1 1 . 1 9 7 5 3 5 8 6 5 3 6 0 1 
3 3 3 ,89o 84 3 8 . 4 2 0 1 1 . 2 1 8 5 3 5 9 0 5 3 6 0 5 
33 3 863 8 4 3 8 . 4 1 9 1 1 . 2 4 0 5 3 5 8 9 5 3 6 0 4 3 3 3 , 8 3 7 84 3 8 . 4 1 9 1 1 . 2 6 2 5 3 5 9 0 5 3 6 0 5 
33 3 , 8 1 0 84 3 8 . 4 1 8 1 1 . 2 8 3 5 3 5 8 4 5 3 5 9 9 3 3 3 , 7 8 3 84 3 8 . 4 1 8 1 1 . 2 9 3 5 3 5 8 1 5 3 5 9 7 
33 3 , 7 5 7 84 3 8 . 4 1 7 1 1 . 3 0 2 5 3 5 8 0 5 3 5 9 6 3 3 3 , 7 3 0 84 3 8 . 4 1 7 1 1 . 3 1 1 5 3 5 7 9 5 3 5 9 5 
3 3 3 , 7 0 3 84 3 8 . 4 1 6 1 1 . 3 2 0 5 3 5 7 6 5 3 5 9 2 
33 3 . 6 7 7 84 3 8 . 4 1 6 1 1 . 3 3 0 5 3 5 7 7 5 3 5 9 3 33 3 ,650 84 3 8 . 4 1 5 1 1 . 3 3 9 5 3 5 7 5 5 3 5 9 1 
33 3 . 6 2 3 84 3 8 . 4 1 4 1 1 . 3 4 8 5 3 5 7 4 5 3 5 9 0 
33 3 .597 84 3 8 . 4 1 4 1 1 . 3 5 7 5356FT 5 3 5 8 5 
33 3 ,57o 8 4 3 8 . 4 1 3 1 1 . 3 6 7 5 3 5 7 6 5 3 5 9 3 
33 3 ,543 8 4 3 8 . 4 1 3 1 1 . 3 7 8 5 3 5 8 1 5 3 5 9 9 3 3 3 
.517 84 3 8 . 4 1 2 1 1 . 3 8 9 5357FT 5 3 5 9 6 
33 3 ,49o 84 3 8 . 4 1 2 1 1 . 4 0 0 5 3 5 8 2 5 3 6 0 1 
3 3 3 . 4 6 3 84 3 8 . 4 1 1 1 1 . 4 1 1 5 3 5 8 1 5 3 6 0 0 
33 3 . 4 5 0 84 3 8 . 4 1 1 1 1 . 4 1 7 53580 5 3 5 9 9 
33 3 . 4 3 7 84 3 8 . 4 1 1 1 1 * 4 3 3 5 3 5 8 5 5 3 6 0 4 
33 3 . 4 2 3 84 3 8 . 4 1 0 1 1 . 4 5 0 5 3 5 9 7 5 3 6 1 7 3 3 3 . 4 1 0 84 3 8 . 4 1 0 1 1 . 4 6 7 5 3 5 9 5 5 3 6 1 5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 ' » 5 6 7 8 9 0 L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 ' » 5 6 7 8 9 0 
60 
APPENDIX I I I 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS MODELING 
A computer program was developed for computing the v e r t i c a l 
g r a v i t y anomaly caused by a h y p o t h e t i c a l two-dimensioned s t r u c t u r e 
us ing the method of Talwani, Worzel, and Landisman (1959). A l i s t i n g 
of the main program and subrou t ines necessary for l i n e p r i n t e r p l o t t i n g 
i s given in Table 5 . 
A computer program was developed for computing h o r i z o n t a l , ve r ­
t i c a l , and t o t a l magnetic anomalies due to i nduc t ion , NRM or mixed 
magnet iza t ion us ing the method of Talwani and H e i r t z l e r (1965). A 
l i s t i n g of the main program and a l l referenced subrou t ines i s given in 
Table 6. 
Table 5 . Two-Dimensional Gravity Modeling Program 
1234567890l234b67U90l2345o78oGl234567690l234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C G R A V I T Y PRoFILTUG F O R 2 - Q I . ' E N S I O U A L STRUCTURES 
C GRAVITY F O U ^-DIMENSIONAL <;TUUf TURfS ( A F T C R - T A L K A N I , W O R T Z E L » L A N D I S M * . N ) 
C !NPUr(2Il0.3FlU.3) CAKD NO. OlJE 
C L L = N O . O F P J L Y G O N S ' N- X=Kn. O F
 1 3 K A V 1 T Y VALUES, DX=SEPARATION OF 
C GRAVITY V A L U E S , XO=PO
=>ITIn.>i O F FIRST GRAVITY V A L U E , S C A L E = P L O T 
C SCALE-FOR brJAW 
C I F S C A L E = 0 . PROGRAM CALCULATES SCA L E 
C IF S C A L L = 13« NO GRAPH IS Di;«WN 
C I N P U T < F R F E F I C L D ) L L C A - D S 
C NxZ=Nr>.*10r-' CORNERS O F POl YGOf' TAKEN CLOCKWISE» DRHO=PENSITY 
C CONTRAST* X ( I • J) ,Zl I • j)=C0KUlf'ATE5 O F cORNERS-jTH CORNER OF IjH 
c P O L Y G O N 
c R E P E A T SFouEricE F O R A D D I T I O N . L P R O F I L E S 
C R L A N K C A R J AT ( . N O TO TER•••INATt C A L C U L A T I O N 
DlMtNSlON PKriO<50) , X ( 5() 12o ) ' I < SO , 20) »NH ( 50 > t XX (20) • Z Z (20 ) »GAL(r,00) 
DILLUSION A(dO) 
25 REAU (5'900)A 
90(1 FORMAT(HOAl) 
READ <5»b00) LL»NDX»bX,XO t S C A L E 
WRlTE(f,f901)A 
90i FOr<MAT(lHl,buAl,//) 
WRlTE(ft»503) L L . N D X ' D X . X O 
503 FORMAT(1H ,2bhVLRTlCAL GRAvITY AjOMALY FOR»I5» 9H P0LYG0NS/2X, 
13H THE r 15,16H-GRAVITY V A L U E < ; » »Fl 0 .4' 19H -KM. APART' BEGIN AT'FIO.J 
IF(LL) 26,26,27 
27 DO 100 1=1,LL 
500 FOriMAT (2I10,3F10.5) 
REAL) (5,501) NXZ»DRH0<l) » ( Y ( I , J ) , Z U ' J ) ,J=l»tvX7) 
WRiTEtn'502) NXZtDRHO ( I ) , (X<I•J)•Z<I,J),J=l,wXZ) 
501 FORMAT( ) 
502 FORMAT(16H N O O F POlTJTs = ,110,22H DENSITY DIFFERENCE = /(lX'liFlO 
<.3/)) 
100 NN(1) = NXZ 
DO 101 1=1,LL 
NNI = N N ( I ) 
DO 101 J = 1 r NfJI 
101 X(lrJ) = X(I,J) - X O 
DO 102l = l,ML»X 
G=u.O 
DO 103 J=1,LL 
NNj = MN(J) 
DO 104 K = 1 » N N J 
X X ( K ) =X(J,K) 
10u ZZ(K)=Z(J,K) 
C A L L TwLZ(MN(j) rXXrZZ»nf<HO(J) » G A ) 
103 G= G + G A 
G A L U ) = G 
DO 110 M=1,LL 
NNM = N N ( M ) 
DO 110 N = 1» N N M 
H n X(r/.,N) = X ( M » N)-DX 
102 COl.TINijt 
WRlTE(6,b05) (GAL ( I ) , 1 = 1, Nr,X) 
505 F0KMAT(lX//i;4H GRAVITY ANOvALY Ira MGAL,/(5F15.q)) 
I S C = S C A L L 
IF(ISC.LU.13) GO T O 25 
I F ( S C A L L ) 13U»131,130 
13l CALL M X S C L ( N D X ' G A L » S C A L D 
13(. CALL D K A * { N D X , 1 , G A L » S C / ' , L E ) 




Table 5 . (Concluded) 
123l»56769012.1HL»67U90123*5b7flq012^<t 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 0 
SUBROUTINE TwLZ(Kl»XX»7Z»Dr,hO»&A) 
c u s e s m e t h o d o f t a l w a n i » w u r z e i » Ar.o l a n d i s m a n ( j g p 1959 p p 49-59) 
c To g i v e g r a v i t y a n o m a l y at x=n»z=n. i n m g a l f o r t w o d i m e n s i o n e d 
C B O D Y I . j VEkUCAL PLANE DEScRIBFU By A P O L Y G O N ( I N KILOMETERS 
D I M E N S I O N X X ( K l ) t Z Z ( K l ) 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4 
KK = K l - 1 
GA = 0 . 0 
0 0 1U0 K = l t K K 
K2 = K + l 
I F ( X X ( r > * Z 7 < K 2 > - X X < K 2 ) * Z Z ( , ) ) 3U#lU0»3r) 
3n I F ( X X ( k > - X X U 2 ) ) 8 5 » 2 0 , e i 5 
2n XZ = ((XX ( K 2 ) * * 2 + Z 7 < K 2 ) * * 2>/<XX ( K ) * * 2 • ZZ< K > * * 2 > > 
DG = 0.5 * L O G ( X Z)*XX ( K ) 
GO TO 9 9 
85 IF(ZZ( K)-ZZ (K2) ) 2 3 5 » 7 2 ' 2 . * . 5 
7 2 DG = Z 7 ( K ) * ( A T A N 2 ( Z Z ( K ^ ) tX x ( K 2 ) ) - A T A N 2 ( z Z ( K ) t X x ( K ) > > 
GO TO 9 9 
2 3 5 A =(XX(K«i)-XX(K) ) / U Z U 2 > - 7 Z ( K ) > 
B = ( X x ( K ) * Z Z ( K 2 ) - XX (K2) .ZZ(K>)/«ZZ (K2>-ZZ(K)) 
I F ( X X ( k > ) 2 0 0 * 2 0 1 , 2 0 0 
20i DG = < b / ( l . + A * A > ) * ( . b * L 0 G ( U X < K 2 ) * X X ( K ? ) + Z Z ( K 2 ) * Z Z ( K 2 > > / ( Z Z ( K > * 
1 Z Z ( K ) > ) - A * ( A T A N 2 ( Z , r < K 2 ) » X X (K3> > - P I / 2 « > > 
2 0 0 I F ( X X ( k 2 ) ) 3 1 » 2 1 0 » 3 1 
2ln DG = ( r l / ( l . + A * A > > * ( . 5 * L O G ( 7 Z ( K 2 ) * Z Z ( K 2 ) / ( X X ( K ) * X X ( K ) + 
1 ZZ(K)*ZZ (K) ) ) + A * ( A T A u 2 ( Z Z < K » r X X ( K ) ) - P I / 2 . ) ) 
3i D G = L O G ( ( X X ( K 2 ) * X X ( K 2 ) + 7 Z ( K ? ) * Z 7 U 2 > ) / < X X ( K ) * X X ( K ) + Z Z ( K ) * Z Z ( K ) ) ) 
D G = ( B / ( 1 . 0 + A * A ) ) * ( 0 . 5 * ) G - A * ( A T A N ? ( Z Z ( K 2 ) t X X ( K 2 ) ) - A T A N 2 ( Z Z ( K ) ' 
1 X X ( K ) ) ) > 




SUBROUTINE M X S C L ( N » A»A v.AX) 
D I M E N S I O N A(N1 
AMAX = 0 
DO 26 I = 1 » U 
I F (A8s (A(T) ) - A M A X ) 2 6 , ; > b f ? 5 
25 AMAX = A b S ( A ( I > ) 
2 6 CONTINUE 
AN = L O G I O ( A ^ A X ) 
IF(AN) 1 7 » 1 U » 1 9 
1 7 NN •= A-4 - 1 
GO TO 2 0 
1 9 NN = AN 
20 IA = A;.iAa./(10.**NN> 
I F ( I A . l E . 2 ) GO TO 1 * 
I F ( 1 A . L E . 5 ) GO TO 15 
1 6 AMAX = 1 U . * ( 1 0 . * * N N ) 
1 8 RETURN 
14 AMaX = 2 . * ( 1 0 . * * N N ) 
RETURN 
15 AMAX = 5 . * ( l U . * * N N ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAW (NTUT» I N C , F , S C A L E ) 
C ijTOT=TOTaL NLiMbER O F P O I N T S tN F . F I S THE DATA ( O N E D l M E N S I O N A i > 
C TO Be. P L O T T E D . INC I S T H f SA -PLE I N T E R V A L F O R P L O T T I N G F . 
C SCALf. I S THE AMPLITUDE Op ONF FUi_L SCALE DEFLECT I O N 
D I M E N S I O N ' F ( N T O T ) 
DATA A A l / l H / » A A 2 / 1 H * / , A A 3 / 1 H + 
WRlTE(rS»1011) S C A L E » ( I , I = - q » 1 0 ' ) ' < A A 2 r M = 1 . 2 l ) 
1 0 1 1 FORMAT < i n i t t . 1 4 . a.17H-M. ;ALS F U L L S C A L E / 3 X ' 2 0 I 5 / ? X » 2 2 A 5 ) 
10 DO 1 5 0 1 K = 1» N T O T ' I ,C 
FK = 5 o . * F ( K ) / S C A L E 
KI = F k / ' j O 
KK = F k - K l * 5 0 . + 5 0 . 5 
WRITE ( t > » 5 l l ) AA2» ( A A t »1 = 1 »KK) t AA2 
5 l i FORMAT ( l X t l l O A l ) 
1 5 0 1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENu 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 y 0 l 2 3 * b 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 I * ' j 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 4 ? b 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 n 0 l 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
63 
Table 6. Two-Dimensional Magnetics Modeling Program 
12345b78<*01234567b9012345673^012/456704012345678901234567a9ol234567a90l23u567890 
C C O M P U T A T I O N O F M A G N E T I C A - O K A I I E S C A U S E D B Y T H E M A G N E T I Z A T I O N O P T W O 
C D I M E N S I O N A L . ( I N F I N I T E E . .T I .NT I N T H I R D D I R E C T I O N ) . 
C T H I S P R O G R A M I S A MODIFICATION (:F T H E P R O G R A M B Y 
C M A N I K T A L w A N I ANU JAM^S K. MEIRTZLER * H I C H WAS P U B L I S H E D IN 
C COtfPUTi K l j I N THE R-MNER/.L I I U U S T R R E S » PART 1» S T A N F O R D UNIVERSTTY 
C P U B L I C A T I O N G c O L . SC 1 .» V O L 9» r,0. 1. P A G E S 464-480. 
C THIS P R O G K A M L;Y G E O P G E ;<OTHr 
C S C H O O L I(- G E O P H Y S I C A L S C I E N C E S 
C G E O R G I A I N S T I T U T E OF T E C H N O L O G Y 
C A T L A N T A , G A 30332 
C SEPTE»'.3rR 2"» ls7> 
DIMENSION FuDPT(200)»PsUC(?00)»0',UM(20n)»VANKLY(200#10»2)» 
* H A N M L Y (200» 10*2) »TANM;.Y (2r.0# I n ».?) »SUS( 10) »REM'iEC (10) » R E M D I P ( l n ) » 
*RE,VIMAG(10) » ViNQ(200) »V;.EM(;<00) ,HINO(<>00) »HREM?00) ' 
*TINO<2()0) »TKEM(200) » v T r. T (2f)0) »HTOT(2U0) ,TTOT(2n0) 
DIMENSION Y (10»20) »Z ( l.i»20) » V'.VcRs < 200) , HWORK (2()0 ) »TwORK (200 ) 
0 1 MENS I Or : WORKl (200) »W.<RK2 (200) 
REAL M r , T I O r ' 
I N T E G E R PRINU»PLINDV.PL I N D M ' P L I N , . T » V C O M P I » V C O M P R » H C O M P I » 
* HLOMP,<»TCO(ViPI»TCOMPR»f RNT ,L» PLV A L • P L H A L ' P L T A L 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 
C * * * R E A D R U N D E S C R I T I O N CARD 
l READ (5O00U) N P O L Y » P R l l . i L ) » p L I N r V . P L I N D H » P L I N D T # V C O M p i ,VCOMPR» 
* HcOMPl »KCOHPR'TCOMPI » T C U M r R » P r < N T A L » P L V A L » P L H A L ' P L T A L 
3 0 0 0 FOhMAT ( l 5 T i ) 
IF ( N P o L f . F O . O ) GO TO 320 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***NP0LY = N O M R E R OF P O L Y G O N S 
C***THE F O L L O W I N G ARE OUTPUT OPTTON V A R I A B L E S 
C I F VARIABLE = 0 . O P T I O N |OT FXERClSED 
C I F VA^IAJLE = l f OPTION J S ExERClS£D 
C * * * P R I N D = L I S T A N O M A L I E S R"OPI F A C H P O L Y G O N 
C * * * P L I N D V = P L O T V E R T I C A L A N O M A L Y F O R E A C H P O L Y G O N 
C * * * P L I N O H = P L O T H O R I Z O N T A L A N O . A L Y F O R E A C H P O L Y G O N 
C * * * P L I N D T = P»_OT TOTAL ANO'ALY FyR EACH P O L Y G O N 
C * * * y / C 0 M p I = C O M P O S I T E P L O T c F V^KTICAL ANOMAI.Y D U E TO I N D U C T I O N ONLY 
C * * * V C O M P R = C O M P O S I T E P L O T O F V F R T I T A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O K E M A N E N C E O N L Y 
C***HCOMPI = C O M P O S I T E PLOT )K H ' R I Z - N r A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O I N D U C T I O N 0 ILY 
C * * * H C O M P R = ' C O M P O S I T E P L O T
 ( . F H O R I Z O N T A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O R E M A N E N C E 0; ILY 
C * * * T C 0 M P I = C O M P O S I T E P L O T - F T O T A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O I N D U C T I O N O N L Y 
C * * * T C O M P R = C O M P O S I T E P L O T :>F T N T A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O R E M A N E N C E O N L Y 
C***PRNTAL = L I M E PRINTER L I S T I N C OF ANOMLlES D U E TO A L L P O L Y G O N S 
C***PLVAL = PLOT V E R T I C A L A iCMAl Y Dl;E TO A L L P O L Y G O - . S " R E M A N E N T • T N D U C E D 
C * * * p L H A L = Pt-OT H O R I Z O N T A L AIIO-ALY D'JE TO A L L P O L Y G O N S - R E M A N E N T + Ih-DUCED 
C***PLTAL = PLOT T O T A L A iOf.Al Y DtjE TO ALL P O L Y G O N S - R E M A N E N T • I N D U C E D 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * > • * » * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * + • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * 
C * * * R E A D P R O F I L E DESCRIPTION CARP, 
C*****************>******* >•*********•******************************************* 
4 R E A D ( ' , » i O O U ) N F P T S ' F R c j X . r E L X . D E C P L * » O h S V H T » H A T C H M 
1000 FOKMAT (I3»t>F8.3) 
X C O O R D I N A T E O F T H E F I E L D P O I N T F A R T H E R F S T I N T H E N E G A T I V E 
• I R F C T [ O N ( L E F T ) . 
I N T E R S \ L B E T W E E N F I E L D P O I N T S . 
N U M P L R O F F I E L D P O I . T S 
J L C L I N . . T I O N O F T H E P O S I T I V E X A X I S O F T H E P R O F I L E L I N E * 
M^ASURl D P O S I T I V E Cl OCKAI:,E F R O " G E O G R A P H I C N O R T H I N D E C R E E S . 
H E I G H T A B O V E P R . . ; H L r L l l . ' E AT *HlcH A N O M A L Y W I L L t ;E 
C A L C U L A T E D . M E A S U R E D P O S I T I V E UP(SEE F O L L O W I N G F I G U R E ) . 
I . N T F K V A L BETW'IEM HATCHMARKS F O R P L O T S — MUST dE AN 
I N T E G R A L M U L H P I E oy UEL.X 
C * * * F R S T X 
C*** 
C***DELX 
C * * *MF P TS 
C * * * U E C P L X 
C * * * 
C***OBSVHT 
C * * * 
C***HATCHI«I 
C * * * 
1234567890l234b67fa^0 l234bb76o012/,4b678rJ0123456789012345678901234567a-?0l234567890 
Table 6. (Continued) 
1234&678yOl234Sb769ol234Sb78^0l2345678yol23456789012^45678901234567890123*567890 
C « * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , » : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c c 
C OBSERVATION ALTITUDE (FLIGHT LINE) Z = "OBSVHT C 
* 
*** 








* +x * 
FIELD POINTS * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * * • 
V V * PROFILE LINE (GROUND) 


































, * * * * * * • + * • * 
(EXX(l) » Z E E ( l H *- •* (EXX(2>*ZEE(2>) 
(EXx (4 ) ,ZEE(4) ) *- •* (EXX(3),ZEE<3)) 
+Z * 
* * * 
*** 
L l M T b —200 FIELD PolNTs* lo POLYGONS* 20 SIDES PER POLYGON 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***CALCULATE THE FIELD POINTS* f.ND THE NUMBER OF FIELD POINTS. 
ITICKS = HATCHM/DELX 
FLDPT(1) = FKSTX 
DO 30 I = 2*NFPTS 
3n FLDPT ( I ) = FLDPT(I - l ) • DEl.X 
C***REAL> FIELD DESCRIPTION C,RU********************************< 
READ ("WOOO) FLDDEC.FLUDIP»FLDI'.'T 
200o FORMAT (jFlb.5) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***FLDDE.C = DECLINATION OF PtGIriNAL FIELD* POSITIVE CLOCKWISE IN DECREES. 
C***FLDOlP = DIP OK INCLINATION nF RrGlONAL FlELD»POSlTlVE IN THE 
C*** NORTHERN HEM 1SP«-|EKE. IN OEGREES. 
C***FLD1;:T = TOTAL MAGNETIC ,'EGIoNAL F lELD INTENSITY. IN GAMMAS. 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***CALCULATF COSINE AND SINF. OF THE DIP ANGLE AND TME COSINE 
C*** OF THF ANGLE BETWEEN T H E POSITIVE X AXIS A N D THE DECLINATION 
C*** OF THE EARTH'S. F I E L ; - * FrR USE LATER. 
CDIPR = C O S (.0174533*rLUDTP) 
SDIPR = SIN < .0174^^.5*^^00^) 
COIFFR = COS (.0174b33.(DEcPLX-FLDDEC ) ) 
00 50 I = L u P O L Y 
C***READ POLYGON DtSCRIPTION CARn 
REAL (b'bOOU) NSIDHS, S |S 11) , RE.viDEC ( I > * REMDIP ( I ) .REMMAG ( I ) 
500n FORMAT (I2.HF10.65 
C***wSlUtb = NUMRER OF SIDLS F O R THIS POLYGON. 
C***SUS = bUSCLHTAHILlTY in E> U F(;R THIS PoLYGOIJ. 
C***«EMObC = DECLINATION OF rHt ^LWAr ; E . ; T MAGNETIZATION VECTOR*J* 
C*** POSITIVE C L O C K W I S E IN Di-G EES FOR THIS POLYCOM. 
C***wEMOlP = INCLINATION OR : , I P r,K T;-,E REM«NFf:T MAGNFTIZATlON VECTOR,J» 
C*** POSITIVE OO'.v/i Ii, DECKLES FROM HowIZONTAl FOR THIS POLYGON. 
C***nEMM«G = MAGNITUDE O F THE KE"ANEf|T MAGNETIZATION VECTOR»J. IN EMU 
C*** FOR THIS POLYGO) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***r.ALL SUBROUTINE POLYK'Cv To «E.\U I f , COORDINATES OF POLYGON CORNERS A N D 
C*** CALCijLATF THE VALUES OF (SUM Al ,U USUM FOR EACH FIELD POINT 
1 2 3 4 h 6 7 8 9 U l 2 3 4 5 6 7 b 9 0 l i : 3 4 , . ) b 7 a ' 5 U 1 2 . ^ 4 b 6 7 8 ^ 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 0 1 2 ^ 4 b b 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 q O l 2 3 1 ' 5 6 7 8 9 0 
Table 6. (Continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 y u l 2 3 4 ' J 6 7 6 9 0 L 2 3 4 ' J 6 7 8 ^ 0 1 2 : \ 4 B 6 7 F L \)Ol234567a90123456789012345678QOl234567890 
C * * * FOR THIS POLYGON. 
CALL P O L Y P O ( N F P T S R N S L I LSRFLUPT ' O B S V H T , p S U M ,GS I /M» I ' X » Z » D E L X > 
C***CALCuLATF ANOMALY DUE TO I N D U C T I O N FOR THIS POLYGON A T EACH F I E L N P O I N T . * * * * 
M G T I O N = SUS<I> * F L O I . T 
DO 40 j = 1»NFPTS 
V A N J M L Y ( J . I . I ) = - 2 . * M G T T O N * ( ( C D I P K * C D I F F R * Q S U M ( J ) ) - ( S D I P R * P S U M ( J ) ) ) 
HAuMLY(J»I»l) = - 2 . * R - . G T L O N * ( (CDlP <*CDIFFR*PSUM( J ) ) + (SDIPR*QSUM ( , 1 ) ) ) 
C***FOR ANOMALIES SMALL IN COMPAHISON TO T H E EARTH'S FIELD* T H E INTENSITY OF T H E 
C * * * TOTAL ANOMALY D U E TO INDUCTION I S T H E SUM OF T U T PROJECTIONS OF T H E 
C * * * VERTICAL A N D HORIZONTAL ANR.MALlES DUE T O INDUCTION ALONG THE DIRECTION OF 
C * * * T H E EARTH 'S FIELD. 
TAR,MLY< J R L R L ) = HANMLY(JRI,1)*CDIPR*CDIFFR + V A N M L Y ( J » I » 1 ) * S D I N R 
40 CONTINUE 
C***cALCuLATE ANOMALY DUE TO REMANENT I AGNLTIZATION FOR THIS POLYGON 
444 «u SA«M « I « - D POIMOH 
C D L P = C O S ( . 0 L 7 4 5 3 3 * R ? N , D I R ( I ) ) 
S D L P = S I N ( . 0 L 7 4 5 3 3 * R R M D L P ( I ) ) 
C D I F F = C O S ( . 0 1 7 4 5 3 3 * 1 UECPL-X-KfcVDECd) ) > 
MGTION = REMMAG(I) * inoooa.o 
DO 50 J = ltNFPTS 
VA',MLY( J» I » * ) = 2.()*MGTI0N» ( (C;)IP*CDIFF*QSUM( J ) ) - (SDIP*PSUM(J) 1 ) 
HANMLY ( J , 1,2) = 2 . 0 * V I G T L O N * ( (C R, I P *CD IFF*PSUM(J) ) + ( S D l P * N S U M ( J ) ) > 
C***FOR ANOMALIES SMALL IN C 0 M P A 1 : L B O [ , TO T H E EARTH'S FIELD* T H E INTENSITY OF 
C * * * THE . T O T A L A N O M A L Y D U E T O R F M A N E N r MAGNETIZATION I S T H E S U M O F
 T H E 
C * * * PROJECTIONS OF T H E VERTlCAl A N D HORIZONTAL ANOMALIES DUE TO REMANENT 
C * * * MAGNETIZATION ALONG T H E D I N E C T I O I O F T H E EARTH'S FIELD. 
TANMLY (J» I »2) = HANMLY(JRI,„i)*cDlPrt*CDlFFR + VANMLY ( J . I . 2 ) *SDlpR 
50 CONTINUE 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * F N D OF A N O ' L A L Y C A L C U L A T I O N S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C * * * « * * * * * * * , . * * * * * * * * 1 3 E G I N I ;DIVTUUAL POLYGON OUTPUT S E C T I O N * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C * * * P R I N T ANOMALIES F O R T H I S POLYGON A ] D P L O T . 
DO 1 3 0 I = L R N P O L Y 
C ADD REMANENT + INDUCED F O R INDrVIDuAL POLYGONS 
DO oO J = 1»NFPTS 
VWOKK(J) = VANMLY (JRI» 1 ) + V A N V L Y ( J » I • 2 ) 
H * U K K ( J ) = h « N M L Y ( J » I » L ) + H A N . - L Y ( J • I • 9 ) 
6 0 T W O R K ( J . ) = TANMLY(JR I R 1 ) + TAN, L < ( J » I R 2 ) 
C * * * * * * * * * * P R I N T ANOMALIES F^R IT.DIVIDWAL P O L Y G O N S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
I F (PR I F J Q ) 7 0 R L 2 U » 7 0 
7o WRITE ( 6 1 6 0 U O ) I t S U S ( I ) 
6000 FORMAT (LHLR 'POLYGON NU.VBER 'tl?_t/t' SUSCEPTIBILITY I S ' » 
L F 1 0 . 6 R T E M U ' • / » ' C O R N E R S APE ( X » Z ) • ) 
DO 8 0 J = 1'NSIDES 
80 WRITE (O»7000) X ( I » J ) R Z ( I , J ) 
7000 FORMAT(1H » • ( • » F 6 . 3 » • • • » F 8 , 3 » • ) * ) ' 
M = I F L X (1000 .0 * REM.IAG(T)) 
I F (M) 1 0 0 » 9 0 » 1 0 0 
9o WRITE ( 6 » 6 0 U ( J ) 
8 0 0 0 FORMAT (1H0» 'MAGNETIZATION IS INDUCED ONLY.') 
GO TO l iU 
lOo WRITE ( B » 9 0 0 0 ) R E M D E C ( I ) » R E R D I P ( I ) » R E M M A G ( I ) 
9000 FORMAT(LHOR'MAGNETIZATION TS V L X E D « , » / » « REMANENT •» 
I'MAGNETUATION VECTOR I S DFFINFD B Y ' * / , ' DEC = ' t F 8 * 3 t ' , INC 
2 F 8 . 3 ' ' MAGNITUDE = * »F1 n• 6» • EM IJ ' ) 
L L O W R L T L ( 6 . 9 0 U 1 ) 
9 0 0 1 F O R M A T ( L H O t'ANOMALIES tU GUMMAS' 1 * » 2 4 ( • * * * * * • ) » / R • FIELD POTNT' 
1 » i2x» • I N D U C E D ' »29x» »R.- I ^ A N F N T ' , 2 Q X » • T O T A L ' » / » I 7 X » 
2 3 ( ' V » , 9 X » ' H » » 9 X » » T » » L B X ) , / » 2 4 < • * * * * * • ) , » * • ) 
DO 1 1 8 J=1»UFPTS 
L L 8 WRITE ( B . 9 0 0 2 ) F L D P T ( J ) »VA: M L Y { J . I • L > » H A N M L Y ( J , 1 1 1 > » T A N M L Y ( J ' 1 . 1 ) 
1» VANMLY ( J» I ' T ) 'HANVLYO I » ? ) »TAN; LY( J , 1,2) R V W O R K (J> 1HWORK ( J ) » 
2TWoRK(J) 
9 0 0 ? FORMAT (1H R F 9.3»' •• » 3 [ 3 F L R .3»F ,X ) ) 
C***PLOT VERTICAL ANOMALY FO< THTS PoLYGON — REMANENT • INDUCED 
1 2 0 I F ( P L I N U V ) 1 2 L R L 2 3 ' l 2 l 
121 FSCALE = 0.0 
CALL C c N A R Y t V A N M L Y . I » 1 . T O O R , L . N P P T S ) 
CALL C O N A R Y ( V A N M L Y fit?., to OR,-, d > M R P I S > 
CALL GRSCAL(NFPTS»WORK I »FSf A L E . L R . X P O ' M A X ) 
CALL GHSCAL(:JFPTS»WORK-»Fsr A L E . I I . x P O * M A X ) 
CALL Gf.SCAL ( N F P T S , V W O R I ' F S C A L E . I F X P O • M A X ) 
WRITE ( B . 9 0 0 4 ) I 
900(. FOKMAT ( 1 H 1 » 4 U X . 'VERTICAL A N O M R L F FOR PLOYGON RJUMUER ' . I ? ) 
1234567890l2345b78y012345b78:)012.1 L.4567090123456789012345&789012345678101234567890 
Table 6. (Continued) 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u l 2 3 * b b 7 0 9 0 l 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 q 0 1 2 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
CALL S P L 0 T ( N F P T S » F L 0 P T , w Q R u : l „ W 0 R K 2 ' V r t 0 H K » F S C A L r » R E M M A 6 ( I ) » 
* M A X » I F X P 0 , I T I C K S ) 
C * * * p L 0 T HORIZONTML ANOMALY FOR THIS POLYGON - - R E M A N E N T • I N D U C E D 
1 2 3 IF (PLINTH) 1 2 4 » 1 2 5 » 1 2 i . 
1 2 4 FSCALE = O.U 
CALL CONARY IhANMLY , 1 , 1 , wOR;. 1 » N F P T S ' 
CALL CONARY ( i iANMLY »1» 2,WOR* 2 »NFPTS) 
CALL G R S C A L U . F P T S » W O R K i » F B R A L E , I r X P O » M A X ) 
CALL G R S C A L ( N F P T S » W O R K ? » F S r A L E , I ; XPO 'MAy) 
CALL GRSCAL(NFPTS»HkvDR« » F S r A L E , I t X P O » M A X > 
WRITE ( o » 9 0 U 6 ) I 
9 0 0 H FORMAT ( 1 H 1 o 9 X , ' H O R I Z n N T A i AN ( > M / , LY FOR POLYGON N U M B E R ' » I 2 > 
CA LL S p L O T ( N h P T S » F L U P T , w O R . A I'WOR, 2»HWORK »FSCALF»REMMAG( I ) » 
* M A X » I F X P O » 1 1 I C K S ) 
C * * * p L O T T O T A L ANOMALY FOR T>. IS P O L Y G O J — R E M A N E N T • I N D U C E D 
1 2 5 I F (PLI N U T ) 1 2 b » 1 3 0 » 1 2 o 
1 2 6 FSCALE = 0 . 0 
CALL C c N A R Y U A N M L Y » I » l , W J R i / l » N F P T S > 
CALL C O N A R Y I T A N M L Y , I » 2 , W O R i 2»NFPTS> 
CALL G R S C A L ( N F P T S » V O R K i » F S c A L E , I F . X P O ' M A X ) 
CALL G R S C A L U F P T S » W 0 R K ? » F S C A L E » I ^ X P 0 » M A X > 
CALL GRSCALd-FPTS.TWORK » F S C A L E » l E X P O ' M A X ) 
W R I T E < b , 9 0 0 s » ) I 
9 0 0 9 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 » 4 4 X , »TOTAL A N O ' A L Y F O R POLYGON N U M N E R * » 1 2 ) 
CALL S p L O T ( N F P T S r F L D P T , W O R K 1 1 W O R K 2 ' T W O R K » F S C A L F » R E M M A G ( I ) , 
* MAX* IF .XPO. I T I C K S ) 
I 3 i ) C O N T I N U E 
C * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * £ N D OF INDTVIDIJAL POLYGON O U T P U T S E C T I O N * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * L I E & I N F I E L L P O I N T S U M M A T I O N S E C T I O N * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C***?ERO A L L F I E L D P O I N T SUMMING ARRAYS. 
DO 1 3 5 I : : 1 , N F P T S 
V I N U ( I ) = 0 * 0 
V R E M ( I ) = 0 . 0 
H I N D ( I ) = 0 . 0 
H R E M ( I ) - 0 . 0 
T l N J ( I ) = 0 . 0 
T K E M ( I ) - 0 . 0 
CONTINUE 
00 1 4 0 I : : 1»NFPTS 
DO 1 3 7 J : : L »NPOLY 
V I N D ( I ) - V l N D U ) • VA-iNLY ( 1 1' J 1 , 1 ) 
H I N D ( I ) = H I N D U ) • HA; : N I L Y ( I 1' J 1 R L ) 
T I N U ( I ) = T l h D d ) + TA jMLY ( I 1' J 1 R L ) 
V R E M ( I ) - V R c M l ) • VAf |MLY ( I » J 1 . 2 ) 
H R E M ( I ) = H R E M d ) • HAr:MLY.( I » J L R 2 ) 
T R E M ( I ) = T R E M ( i ) • TAr-MLY ( 1 L> J 1 . 2 ) 
V T O T ( I ) = Vll>iD T i) + VRf M( I ) 
HToT ( I ) - H I . J D * ' ) • HRFM( I ) 
TTuT ( I ) = T L U D < ) • T R F M ( I ) 
C O u T l N i i E 
C********************* * * E N D FlEl D P O I N T S U M M A T I O N S E C T I O N * * * * * * * . , * * * * * * * * * * * 
c * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * t E G I N C O M P O S I T E O U T P U T S E C T I O N * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C * * * P L 0 T COMPOSIT ION FOR VERTKAI ANOMALY DUE TO I N D U C T I O N O N L Y 
IF ( V C 0 M P I ) 1 4 5 ' 1 5 3 . 1 4 5 
1 4 5 FSCALE = 0 . 0 
00 1 5 0 I = l » N P O ' . Y 
C A L L CONARY(VANM; .Y» I» l ,V ,ORt . l . N F P T S ) 
15o C A L L G R S C A L ( t i FPT : .» ' . vORKi .FSCALE, IEXP0»MAX) 
C A L L GHSCAL (NFPT ' . .» V I N O , F S r . A L E , IcXPO»MAX ) 
WRITE ( o , 9 0 l 0 ) 
9 0 1 0 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 » 4 0 X , ' V E R T I C A L ANOMALY DUE TO I N D U C T I O N O N L Y . ' ) 
CALL C p L O T ( N P O L Y . N F P T S , F L D p T , V ; N V < L Y , l , v i N D » F S C A L E » l , M A X » I E X P O , 
* I T I C K S > 
C***pLOT COMPOSIT ION F O * V E R T I C A L ANOMALY DUE T O R E M A N E N C E O N L Y . 
1 5 3 IF (VCuMPR) 1 5 5 » l i 3 ' 1 5 5 
1 5 5 FSCALE = O.U 
D O 1 6 0 I = l » N P O L f 
C A L L CONARY ( VANML'' , 1 , 2 , l»OR .^ 1 , N F P T S ) 
1 6 0 C A L L GRSCAHUFPTS • WORK V » F S c A L E , IL;XPO'MAX> 
C A L L GRSCAL U F P T S VREM » F S f . A L E , I l J X P O ' M A x ) 
W R I T E ( b , 9 n l l ) 
9 0 1 1 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 » 4 U X , ' V E R T I C A L /-IJOMALY DUE TO REMANFNCE O N L Y ' ) 
CALL CPLOT (NPOLY » N F P T S , F L D : > T r Vf.N '^LY , 2 , VREM »FSCALE' 1 » M A X » I E X P O , 
1 2 3 4 b f a 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * + b 6 7 b 9 0 l 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 0 l 2 ^ 4 b 6 7 0 9 0 1 2 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
Table 6. (Continued) 
1234567890123456789012345678^01234567890I23456789012345678901234567aci01224567890 
* ITICKS) 
C***PLOT COMPOSITION FOR HORIZONTAL ANQMALT
 0 UE TO INDUCTION ONLY 
I 6 3 I F (HCOMPI) 165.173,165 
165 FSCALE = 0 . 0 
DO 170 I = liNPOLY 
CALL CONARY(HANMLY,I,l .FTORU1»NFPTS> 
17O ^ALL GRSCAL(^FPTS»wORKl»KSrALE,IeXPO'MAX) 
CALL GHSCAL(,1FPTS,HI.JD »FSCALE, I^XPO'MAX) 
WRITE (6,9012) 
901? FORMAT (1H1»40X,»HORlZnNTA| ANOMALY DUE TO INDUCTION ONLY') 
C Ai_L CPLOT (NPOLY , NFPTS, FLD"T R H/\N,-LY »1»HIND»F SCALE»2, MAX, I EXPO, 
* iTlCKr.) 
C***PLOT COMPOSITION FOR HORIZONTAL ANOMALY QUE TO RFMANENCE ONLY 
17j I F (riC(;MPR) 175,183'17', 
175 FSCALE = 0 . 0 
DO 180 I = l»NPOLY 
CALL C0NARY(HANMLY»I»2,W0R,: I .NJ-PTS) 
18O CALL GRSCAL(.4FPTS»'//0RKI , F S ( . A I . E , I^XPO'MAX) 
CALL GRSCAHNFPTS»HREM ,FSCA|.E, I-ZXPO'MAX) 
WRITE (6,9013) 
901.3 FORMAT (1H1 »H0X,'HORIZINTAI ANOMALY DUE TO REMANENCE ONLY') 
CALL CPL0T(NP0LY»NFPTS,FLD^T,HAN ;LY,2»HREM»FSCALE'2,MAX,IEXPO, 
* H I C K S ) 
C***PLOT COMPOSITION FOR TOT/.L AMOMALY DUE T O INDUCTION ONLY 
I 8 3 I F ( T C i . U P I ) i 6 5 , 1 9 3 # L S S 
185 FSCALE = 0 . 0 
DO 190 I = 1»NPOLY 
CALL CoNARY(TANMLY,I»1,WOR,l.NFPTS) 
19O CALL GRSCAL(:JFPTS,v«ORKi,FSrMLE,lLXPO»MAX) 
CALL GRSCALCIFPTS.TIND ,FSi.rtLE,lEXPO»MAx) 
WRiTE (fa»90l4) 
90li* FORMAT (1H1 »40X,'TOTAL ANO'-'AI_Y D'.lE TO INDUCTION ONLY') 
CALL CPLOT (NPOLY, NFPTS, FLDpT.T'.N'^LYfi,! IND'FSCALE'3, MAX »IEXP0, 
* ITICKS) 
C***pLOT COMPOSITION FOR TOTAL ANOMA|_Y DUE TO REMANENCE ONLY 
193 I F (TCoMPR) 19b»205»19s 
195 FSCALE = O.U 
DO 200 I = l.NPOLY 
CALL CONAR Y ( T ANMLY , I » 2 , A O H * i » NFPTS) 
2oo CALL GRSCAL (NFPTS* WORK i » F S C ALE , I .• XPO»MAX) 
CALL GuSCALlNFPTS'TREM »FScALE, Ib.XPO»MAX> 
WRITE (6,9015) 




C******************** END COMPOSITE OUTPUT SECTION***************************** 
C***»******* .***REGIN ANOMALIES R.IUE TO ALL POLYGONS OUTPUT SECTION************** 
C***PRINT OUT ANOf-iALltS DUE TO At L POLYGONS 
I F (PRIJTAL) «i06#2b0»20b 
206 REMFLG = O.U 
DO 210 I = 1,MPCLY 
2lo REMFLG = RFMFLG T REMM;\G ( I ) 
WRITE (6»901o) N'OLY 
901ft FOKMAT (iHl»»ANO 1AL1ES DUE TO ALL ' » I 2 , » POLYGoN(S>') 
I F (RErFLG) <i30».>20»23n 
220 WRITE (6,8000) 
GO TO 24o 
23o WRITE (6,9017) 
9017 FORMAT (1HO,'MAGrETIZATlON IS Ml<ED.') 
24o WRITE (0,9001) 
DO 250 I = 1,NFPTS 
25o WRITE (6,9002) FL D P T ( I ) • V I r ; D ( I ) • H l N D ( I ) • T I N D ( I ) t VREM ( I ) , HREM ( I *, ? 
1 TREv; ( I ) , VTOT ( I ) »HTO f * I ) , TTOT ( I ' 
C*******«****PLOT VERTIIAL Ar;OMAi Y DI'E TO ALL POLYGONS — REMANENT + INDUCED 
26o IF (PLvAL) i70.»28 L»270 
27o FSCALE = 0 . 0 
CALL GKSCAL (flFPTS' VIl'jD »KSr ALE , I<- XPO»MAX > 
CALL GwSC AL (NFPTS > VREM R FSr ALE , 11. XPO ' M AX ) 
CALL GRSCALlNFPTS, VTOT , t-SC ALE , i! XPO' MAX ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 L O ) 
901^ FORMAT (IHl»41X.'VERTICAL ANOMALY DUE TO ALL POLYGONS') 
CAi_L SPLOT ( N F P T S , F L D P T » V I - U , Vf'E •># VTOT,FSCALE»PEMFLG»MAX, lEXPo. 
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 6 9 0 l 2 3 4 ' j 6 7 o y o l 2 3 ' 4 B O 7 8 R . c i l 2 ; \ 4 b 6 7 0 F = ' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 B 7 O 9 O 12345678901234567890 
68 
Table 6. (Continued) 
12345678yGl23*567b90l23*56789U123*567B901234567890123*567890123*567890123*567890 
* ITICKS) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * « P L O T HORIZONTAL ANO'ALY DuE TO ALL POLYGONS - REMANENT +. INDUCED 
2 8 n I F (PLHAL) *!90»300»290 
2 9 o FSCALE = 0 . 0 
CALL GRSCAL (uFPTS»Hl l tO »F'Sr ALE, iF.XPO'MAX ) 
C A |
_ U G«SCAL(NFPTS,HREM »FScALE,IEXPO»MAX) 
CALL GRSCAL(NFPTS»HTOT »FSf ALE»IEXPO' MAX) 
WRITE (6,9019) 
9 0 l g FOKMAT <1H1'«*1X,»HCR[Z')NTA| ANOMALY DUE TO ALL POLYGONS' ) 
CALL SpLuT IUFPTS»FLDPT 'HI; J ,HnE :»HTOT»FSCALE, T?EMFLG»MAX , IEXPo. 
* IT1CKS) 
C************Pi_oT TOTAL ANOMALY RUE TO ALL POLYGONS- REMANENT + INDUrED 
300 IF (PLTAL) ilO'515,310 
3lo FSCALE = O.U 
CALL GKSCAL(I\FPTS»TIND ,FS-ALE , lr.XPO'MAX > 
CALL GRSCALINFPTS,TREM ,FS(ALE,IEXPO'MAX) 
CALL GhiSCAL(uFPTS»TTOT , F Sr ALE , IEXPO' MAX > 
WRITE (6,9020) 
9 0 2 0 FORMAT (1H1'45X,,»TOTAL ANoMALY LUE TO ALL POLYGONS') 
CALL SPLOT (UFPTS,FLDPT'TI : j0,TRE1,TT0T,FSCALE,REMFLG,MAX,IEXPO. 
* IT1CKS) 
3 l s GO TO 1 
32o CALL EXIT 
E N J 
1234567890123*567690 i234567890l2^4567890l23«»567890i23't567890123'»5678c»0123*567890 
1234567890l23*567t iyol23«*5678Q012/ i *567890l234567890123*567890l234567890123*567890 
SUBROUTINE GRSCALttiFPT^, A,FSCALE, IEXPO,WAX) 
DIMENSION A ( 2 0 0 ) 
C * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE VARIABLE WITH THE GREATEST ABSOLUTE VALUE ir« THE 
C ARRAY A l\HICH HAS NFPT; ELFMLNTS. 
C FSCALF I S THEN SFT E".UAL TO THE SMALLEST VALuE FOR FULL SCALF WHICH WILL 
c BEST PRESENT THE ELE^E.-ITS OF A. 
C IEXPO MND MAX ARE SUCH THAT FSCALE = MA/ * 10 ** IEXPn . 
c * * * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * „ , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
0 0 15 I = 1,NFPTS 
5 IF ( A B S ( A ( D )-FSCALE) l5«-ls»10 
10 FSCALE = A p S ( A ( I ) ) 
15 CONTINUE 
C*** IF ALL VALUES OF THE ARRA-Y /.RE ZERO' SET FSCALE = 1>0 ARBITRARIt Y, 
IF (FSCALE) 20 '20 ,2b 
2n FSCALE - 1.0 
25 EXPO = LOG1U (FSCALE) 
IF (EXpO) 70,35,40 
3 o IExPO = EXPO + 1 
GO TO 
35 MAx = 1 
RETURN 
4o IEXPO = EXPO 
*5 J = FScALE/(lO.O**IEXPo) 
IF ( J . L T . 2 ) 00 TO 5 0 
IF ( J . L T . 5 ) 00 TO 5 5 
FSCALE = 10.0 * (10 .0**IEXPO) 
MAX = 1 0 
RETURN 
5 o FSCALE = 2.0 * (10.0**lEX'Po) 
MAX = 2 
RETURN 
5 s FSCALE = 5 . 0 * (10 .0**iEXPo) 




Table 6. (Continued) 
1234»567890l23*»567b90l23*.5678o012'.'t 567890123*. «S67fl901234567890123*.5678q0123^567890 
SUBROUTINE POLYPO <NFPTS•NsIDES'FLDPT,OI )SVHT»PSUM»GSUM» 
* INDEX,X»Z»UELX) 
DIMENSION FXX<21)»ZEE<pl>»FLDPT<200)»PSUM<200).QSUM<200) 
DIMENSION X < l O » 2 0 ) » Z ( l n » 2 0 > 
C***t***************************************************************^*********** 
C***nEAD COORDINATE CARDS FO;, Poi TGOf: CORNERS 
C***ONE COORDINATE CARD FOR FACH COR,-,E< OF THE POLYGON—CLOCKWISE OROER. 
C**»FXX(D = X COORDINATE OF THE ITH CORNER OF POLYGON 
C * * * 7 E E < I ) = Z COORDINATE OF THE ITH CoRNER OF POLYGON' POSITIVE OOWi. 
C***M** + 1***4*************** t*** + *******************m*************** ************ 
DO 10 i = l»;-«SIOES 
READ (<>»1000) E X X ( I ) , Z r £ ( I ) 
lOOo FORMAT( ) 
C***SAVE CORNER COORDINATES FOR PRINTOUT. 
XilNDEX'D = EXX(I) 
10 Z(INDEX'I) = Z E E ( I ) 
NSIUP1 - NSIuES + 1 
EXxlNSIDPl) = EXX(l ) 
ZEElNSlUPl) = Z E E ( l ) 
DO 150 I = 1.NFPTS 
PSUM(I) = 0 . 0 
QSuM(I) = P.u 
XI = ExX( l ) - FLDPT <I) 
Zl = ZEE U ) • OBSVHT 
15 RSul - (X1*X1+Z1*Z1) 
C***lF X AND Z ARE DOTH ZERO, AT/.N2 GlvES ERROR, SO CHANGE Z SLIGHTLv 
I F (RSol .NE.0 .0 ) GO TO 1 7 
Zl = .0001 * DELX 
TH£TD = 0 . 0 
GL = ALOG (.0001 * DELx * nELX) 
GO TO 15 
17 THETA = ATAN2(Z1»X1> 
J = 2 
20 X2 = ExX(J) - F L D P T ( I ) 
Z2 = ZEE(J) • ObSVHT 
25 RSc2 = (X2*A2+Z2*Z2) 
IF (KS&2.NE.U.0) GO TO.27 
Z2 = .0001 * DELX 
THETD = 0 . 0 
GL = ALOG (.0001 * OELy + r.ELX) 
GO TO 25 
27 THETB = ATAN<i(Z2,X2) 
IF (Z1-Z2) 40,30,40 
30 P = O.o 
Q = 0.0 
GO TO l2u 
UO OMEGA = ThETA - THETB 
IF (OMFGA) 60 ,B0»50 
5 0 lF(OMEOA-3.1415927) 70 ,70 ,N0 
6o IF(0ME&A+3.1415927) ,30,70,70 
7o THETD = OMEGA 
GO TO l i e 
8o IF(OMEGA) 90 ,10G»1PO 
9o THETD - OMFGA - b.2831853 
GO TO UO 
10o THETD - OMFGA * 6.2831;'.53 
l lO GL = 0.5 * AL0G(RSG2/RSU1) 
l l 5 X12 = Xl - A£ 
Z21 = 72 - i l 
XSQ = xl* * X12 
ZSQ = Z21 * Z21 
XZ = Z21 * X12 
P = - ( ( /SO/(XSG + ZSO) ) *TMtTD) + < ( *Z/IXSQ + ZSO) ) *f,L) 
Q =-(TnETD*UZ/(XSG*ZS:, ) ) ) - (cL*(ZS^/(XSQ+ZSQ) ) ) 
120 PSUM(I) = PSuM(I) f P 
QSoM(I) = OSUM(I) *U 
C***RELAi:LL vARIAuLES INVOLVING cNL.Y T'lE SECorjD POLYGON CORNER AS THc 
C*** VARIABLES INVOLVING ONLY THr FIpST POLYGON CORNFR SO THEY DON'T 
C*** H*VE TO BE CALCULATED AGAIN. 
1*»0 XI = X? 
Zl = Z«> 
RS^l = RbO? 
THETA - IHETLJ 
1234f,6789U1234567690123456789012^45678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
Table 6. (Continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ) 0 1 2 * 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
C***CHECK TO SEE I F A L L S I D E S HAvE BEEN DONE, 
J = J • 1 
JR = J - 1 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 b 6 7 b 9 C l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 l 2 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 1 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 - « 4 5 b 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Q 0 1 2 * 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
SUBROUTINE CON'ARY ( ARR •>Yl » r ' J» AR>> AY2 ' N F P T S ) 
DIMENSION A R R A Y U 2 0 0 » l n » 2 > , A R R A Y « > ( 2 0 0 ) 
C*********************************A*^**********^**t*****************„*********** 
C T H I S SUBROUTINE SELECTS m E I,ESIGN,\TED ELEMENTS OF THE THREE D l M r N I O f i A L 
c ARRAY, ARRAYI AND PUTS T:.EM INTO A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ARPJAY2) 
C THAT I S A R R A Y 2 U ) = ARKAY 1 ( 1 » I » J ) 'THRU TO 
C A R R A Y 2 ( N F P T S ) = <.RRAY1 ( N F P T S , I , J ) ^<E PERFORMED. 
C * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * ^ * * * * * * * 
DO 10 K = 1»NFPTS 
10 A R R A Y 2 ( K ) = A R R A Y 1 ( K , I , J ) 
RETURN 
ENu 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 0 1 2 3 * 5 6 7 8 9 0 
Table 6. (Continued) 
1234567890123456789012345b78q01234567890l23456789ol23456789oi234567890l234»567890 
SUuKOUT INE SPLOT (NFPTs, FL;,PT t A • :J • C t FSc ALE»REMFLG• MAX»IF.XPO» 
• ITICKS) 
DIMENSION A(200) #B(20n) »C(200) »FL0PT<200) » A L I N E U 0 D 
REAL I I 
OAjA BLNK/lh /»AST/1H*/»00T/1H. / ,RR/1HR/»II /1HT/ 'DAsH/lH-/ ,PLS/1H+ 
C * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A LUME PRINTER p tOT OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAYS 
C A » d ' AND C VS. THE FlEl D P< I ,TS» FLOPT . 
C FLDpT KLEMF.NTS ARE LISTED \LONr, THE ABSCISSA AND THE ARRAY ELEMENTS 
C PLOTTED Ai_0"G THE OPUIN.'.TE. HATCH MARKS ARE PLACED ALONG THE ABSCISSA 
C EVERY I TICKS TH POINT. 
C FSCALE IS THE FULL SCAi.E LTMIT OF THE PLOT. 
C FSCALE = VMX * 10 * * I E * P 0 
C REMFLAG PEPMITS CHOICE Of FLOTTIIG SYnpoLS DEPFNDING ON WHETHE"? THF MAG-
C NETIZATION IS MIXED OR NOT. 
C REMFLAG 0 t USE SYMdnLS rOR INDUCTION ONLY 
C = 1 t USE SYMBOLS FOR MlxED MAGNETIZATTON 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . * * * * * * * * * * * 
N = ITiCKS 
WRITE (6.500) IEXP0» lE^POr-AX»r:AX 
500 FORMAT (1H »17X»11»99X. 111 / * 1 2 / » » » 1 2 , « X10 • »47X# ' 0 • »46X» • + • t 
1 l 2 » ' X l O ' » / » • FIELD P O I N T ' , 3 x » ? l ( ' . • ) » / » 1 5 X » 2 l < 5 H ' ) ) 
WRITE <6»600> 
600 FORMAT ( l H + » 1 4 X » 2 0 ( ' • . . . . • ) » • + • ) 
DO 10 I = l »10 l 
lu ALINE(I) = bLNK 
ALINE( 1) = DOT 
ALINE( 5 1 ) = DOT 
ALlNE( lOl ) = DOT 
0 0 30 I = 1»NFPTS 
IF (ITlCKS-N) 13#12»13 
12 N : 1 
ALINE( 1) = PLS 
ALlNE( 2) = DASH 
ALINE( 50) = DASH 
ALINE( 51) = PLS 
ALINE( 52) = DASH 
ALlNE(iOO) = DASH 
ALlNE( lOl ) = PLS 
GO TO 14 
13 N = N + 1 
14 J = 51.500001 + (A(I) /FSCAiE)*50 < 
M = IFlX (1000.0 * REMFLG) 
IF (M) l b » l b » 1 6 
15 ALINE(J) - AST 
L = J 
K = J 
GO T O 18 
lf> ALINE(J) = I I 
K = 51.500001 + (B(I ) /FSCA| .E) * 50.0 
ALlNE(K) = RR 
L = 51.500001 + ( C ( I ) / F S C A I E) * 50'0 
ALINE(L) = AST 
18 WRITE (b»1000) FLDPT(I).ALlNE 
1000 FORMAT(1H rF10.2»4X»10lAl) 
WRiTE (b»200u) 
200o FORMAT (1H+»14X»1H•»99x»1H«) 
I F ( N - l > 25»20'2b 
20 ALiNE ( 2) = bLNK 
ALINE ( 50) = BLNK 
ALINE ( 52) = BLNK 
ALiNE (100) = BLNK 
25 ALiNE(L) = bLNK 
ALINE (K.) = BLNK 
ALlNE( j ) = BLNK 
ALINE( 1) = DOT 
ALiNE( 51) = DOT 
ALlNE( lOl ) = DOT 
3o COuTlNut 
WHITE (o»300()) 




Table 6. (Concluded) 
123«t5678y0123«»567ti90l23U567890l2^567fl90l23«t56789012^b67890l23*5678c»0123*567890 
SUBROUTINE CPLOT(NP0LY P NFP tS»F lDpT»A»K,R»FSCALF» INDEX»MAX»lEXPo» 
* ITICKS) 
D I M E N S I O N F L U P T ( 2 0 0 ) » A ( 2 0 0 , 1 0 , 2 ) , B ( 2 0 0 ) , A L I N E ( l 0 1 ) » S U M ( 3 ) , L I N E ( I D 
REAL NijM(lO) 
DATA BLNK/1H / ' O O T / l H . / , (NuMd) • 1 = 1 • 10 )/1H1»1H2 »1M3, lH<t» 1H5» 1H6» 
* 1H7mH8, 1 H 9 , 1 H 0 / , ( S U ( I ) , 1 = 1, 3) / l H V , i H H » 1 H T / , D A S H / I h - / , PLS/IH+/ 
C T h I S SUBROUTINE GENERATES A COMPOSITE LINE PRINTER PLOT OF THE ELrMENTS O F 
C THE ARRAY A A S FOLLOW •; . mOTE A IS DIMENSIONED AS A ( 2 0 0 ' l 0 . 2 ) . 
C THIS SUBROUTINE WILL PLfiT ThE Pol J S A ( ALPHA, 8FTA »1) OR 
C A(aLPHa»L>ETA,2» AS DESCRIBED H y 1 HE FOLLOWING. NPOLY PLOTTING SYMBOLS 
C ARE PLOTTED FoR EACH VAi U E r,F TmE ABSCISSA, FOR NFPTS FIELD POINTS. ALSO 
C FOR EACH VALUE OF THE AoSCIsSA A - 'LOTTImg SYMIjOl REPREnTING THE CORRESPOND-
C ING ELEMENT OF THE ARRAY B » WmICH IN T'lIS CASE REPRESENTS THE ALGFBRAIC 
C SUM OF THE NPOLY VA L U^ S FoR Ai.RaY A IS ALSO PLOTTED. 
C FL,,PT ELEvENTS ARE LIFTED a l O v G THE ARsCISSA A N D THE A r r a y ELEMENTS O F 
C A AND h ARE PLOTTED ALO G T h E ORDINATE. HATCH MARKS ARE PL\CED ALONG 
C THE ABSCISSA EVERY ITIc .KS T H P o I j T . FSCALE IS THE FULL SCALE LIMIT oF 
C THE PLOT. FbCALE = M»,X * 10 ** lEXpo . 
N = ITlCKS 
WRITE (6,500) IEXPO»IE,P0, ;AX,mAx 
500 FORMAT (1H » 1 7 X , I 1 . 9 9 X , I I , / . 1 2 • 1 2 , « X 1 0 » » 4 7 X » ' 0 1 » 4 6 X » • • • • 
1 l 2 » , X l O » » / » FIELD P O I N T * , 3 X » ? 1 ( • ) » / » 1 5 x » 2 1 ( 5 H • ) ) 
WRITE (6,600) 
600 FORMAT ( 1 H + » 1 4 X » 2 0 ( • + . . . . • ) » • • • > 
DO 1 0 i = 1 , 1 0 1 
10 ALINE(I) = U L N K 
ALlNEt 1) = DOT 
ALlNEt b l ) = DOT 
ALINE(101) = DOT 
D O I = 1»NFPTS 
I F (ITlCKS-N) 13»12»13 
12 N = 1 
ALINE( 1) = PLS 
ALINE( 2) = DASH 
ALINE( 50) = DASH 
ALINE( 51) = PLS 
ALINE( 52) = DASH 
ALlNE(lOO) = DASH 
ALlNE(101) = PLS 
GO T O l<4 
13 N = N + 1 
lH D O 20 j = 1,NPOLY 
L = 51.500001 + ( A ( I , J , K ) / F S C A L E ) * 50.0 
C***sAVE NUMaER OF THE ELEMENT WmICH W A S C H A N G E D FROy BLANK 
L I ( m E ( J ) = L 
C * * * r E P L a C E ;}LANK LINE ELEMEfjT B Y CHARACTER FOR DATA POINT. 
2o ALINE(L) = NJM(J) 
L = 51.500001 + (ii( I ) /rSCA| E) * 50*0 
ALINE(L> = SUM(INDEX) 
C * * * J I S NOW = NPOLY + 1 
L I n E ( J ) = L 
WRITE(6»1000) FLDPT( I )« A L I n E 
1000 FOrMAT(1H ,F10.2' J+X,101A1) 
WRITE (o,20ou) 
2000 FORMAT (1H*»11X,1H'»99x»1H») 
C * * * r E S T u R E rLNKS TO THOSE LINE FLEM fN tS w h i c h WERE c h a n g e d 
D O 30 L = 1»J ' 
M = L I n E ( L ) 
30 ALINE(m ) = BLNK 
C***RESTjRE DOTS Tj THOSE Llr:E E l E m E m T s WHICH MAKE Up THE AXIS AMD M ,Y HAVE 
C * * * BEEN CHANGED. 
I F ( N - l ) 3fl»35'3d 
35 ALINE ( 2) = ULNK 
ALINE ( 50) = BLNK 
ALlNE ( 52) = BLNK 
ALINC (100) = BLNK 
3rt ALlNE( 1) = DOT 
ALlNEt b l ) = DOT 
ALINE(101) = DOT 
*0 COnTIN'.jE 
W R I T E (o ,300j ) 






PALEOMAGNETIC DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION 
Samples from the Meriwether d ike were c o l l e c t e d and analyzed for 
NRM (Natural Remanent Magnetizat ion) by Doyle Watts of the Ohio S t a t e 
U n i v e r s i t y . Th i r teen cores were obtained from a s i n g l e outcrop of the 
Meriwether dike 5.5 miles n o r t h e a s t of Greenvi l le on Georgia S t a t e 
Highway 362. In a l l , 26 one inch c y l i n d e r s were cut from the c o r e s . 
The samples were analyzed for Natura l Remanent Moment (no magnetic 
c lean ing) us ing a Schonstedt SSM1 Spinner Magnetometer. D i r ec t i on and 
magnitude of the NRM are given for each sample in Table 7. Sample 
numbers a re those used by Watts (personal communication) and the 
l e t t e r A, B, or C fol lowing the number i n d i c a t e s the f i r s t , second, or 
t h i r d cy l i nde r cut from a c o r e . Cores NW73174 through NW73182 were taken 
from the cen t e r p o r t i o n of the dike and the remaining cores from the 
c h i l l e d edges of the d i k e . 
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Table 7. Natural Remanent Moments of Cores Taken From 
The Meriwether Dike (Watts , Personal Communication) 
Ohio S t a t e Univers i ty 
Sample Number 
Remanent Moment 
Magnitude Dec l ina t ion I n c l i n a t i o n 
NW73174B 0.00144 7.82 26.26 
NW73175A 0.00144 2.98 28.54 
NW73175B 0.00156 8.86 35.49 
NW73176B 0.00150 1.03 35.39 
NW73177B 0.00150 21.69 27.86 
NW73177C 0 .00151 18.31 35.96 
NW73178B 0.00174 12.42 25.20 
NW73178C 0.00168 13.94 26.29 
NW73179B 0.00152 18.10 22.61 
NW73179C 0.00149 22.29 21.84 
NW73180B 0.00173 10.08 26.39 
NW73180C 0.00175 14.89 25.46 
NW73180D 0.00170 12.01 27.20 
NW73181B 0 .00166 14.77 29.96 
NW73182B 0 .00162 16.20 23.21 
NW73182C 0 .00153 19.51 25.58 
NW73183B 0.00215 36.16 27.72 
NW73183C 0 .00220 36.84 31.15 
NW73184B 0 .00211 33.78 23.38 
NW73184C 0.00173 30.42 16.23 
NW73185B 0.00201 42.87 27.96 
NW73185C 0.00193 46.15 27.09 
NW73186B 0.00220 42.11 32.70 
NW73186C 0.00210 46.66 31.44 
NW73187B 0.00212 49.75 30.89 
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